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ABSTRACT
Seal Inlet Disturbance Boundary Conditions for Rotordynamic Models and
Influence of Some Off-Design Conditions on Labyrinth Rotordynamic Instability.
(December 2005)
Jinxiang Xi, B.S., Shanghai Jiaotong University, China;
M.S., Xi’an Jiaotong University, China
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. David L. Rhode
Systematic parametric studies were performed to better understand seal-inlet ro-
tordynamics. A CFD-perturbation model was employed to compute the seal-inlet flow
disturbance quantities. Seal inlet disturbance boundary condition correlations were
proposed from the computed seal-inlet quantities using the important parameters. It
was found that the cosine component of the seal-inlet swirl velocity disturbance W1C
has a substantial impact on the cross-coupled stiffness, and that the correlations for
W1C and W1S should be used to replace the historical guess that seal inlet W1C = 0
and W1S = 0. Also, an extremely precise relationship was found between the swirl
disturbance W1C and the seal-inlet swirl velocity (ωRsh − W¯0). Thus, the number
of experiments or computer runs needed to determine the effect of spin speed, shaft
radius and/or inlet swirl velocity on the cross-coupled stiffness is greatly reduced by
plotting the simplified relationship of the cross-coupled stiffness against the swirl slip
velocity. The benefits of using the new seal-inlet boundary condition correlations
were assessed by implementing them into a CFD-perturbation model. Consistently
improved agreement with measurements was obtained for both liquid annular seals
and gas labyrinth seals.
Further, the well-established CFD-perturbation model with new boundary con-
dition correlations was employed to investigate the rotordynamics of two off-design
iv
situations. The first case considered the influence of labyrinth seal teeth damage on
the performance and the rotordynamic characteristics of impeller eye seals in centrifu-
gal compressors. The second case considered the influence of rotor-axial-shifting on
rotordynamic forces for high-low labyrinth seals in steam turbines during the start-up
and shut-down process. The results should provide useful information for labyrinth
seal design and fault diagnosis of stability problems in turbines and compressors.
vTo my parents and my wife Xiuhua
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The increasing power and efficiency of turbomachinery requires reliable turboma-
chine components (e.g. bearings, dampers, and seals). Non-contacting seals, such
as smooth-plain and labyrinth seals, are extensively used in compressors, turbines
and pumps to isolate regions of different pressure and to minimize the fluid leakage
or sometimes to provide a controlled leakage. However, the interaction between a
whirling rotor and the leakage flow generates reaction forces. Operating at high pres-
sures and tight clearances, labyrinth seals may develop a significant force imbalance
and many load-dependent instability problems have been attributed to labyrinth seals
[1]. As turbomachinery designs continue to push the performance envelope and as
the market drives manufacturers to increase service life, the need for advanced sealing
continues to grow.
For small radial displacements about an arbitrary rotor position (see Fig. 1), the
reaction forces Fy and Fz can be modelled as a linearized set of equations:
−

 Fy
Fz

 =

 Kyy Kyz
Kzy Kzz



 y
z

+

 Cyy Cyz
Czy Czz



 y˙
z˙

+

 Myy Myz
Mzy Mzz



 y¨
z¨


(1.1)
where y, y˙, y¨ and z, z˙, z¨ are displacements, velocities, and accelerations in the y and
z directions. When the nominal position of the rotor is concentric with respect to the
housing, the coefficient matrix becomes simpler and assumes a skew-symmetric form,
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Fig. 1. Forces acting on a rotor whirling about an arbitrary position.
shown as,
−

 Fy
Fz

 =

 K k
−k K



 y
z

+

 C c
−c C



 y˙
z˙

+

 M m
−m M



 y¨
z¨

 (1.2)
K and k are the direct and cross-coupled stiffness coefficients, C and c are the direct
and cross-coupled damping coefficients, andM andm are the direct and cross-coupled
inertial coefficients, respectively. For counterclockwise whirling rotor, the resulting
radial and tangential forces are shown in Fig. 2. Among the above force coefficients,
the tangential components k and C are important in the determination of the rotor-
dynamic stability. A positive value of k represents a destabilizing stiffness force (i.e.
3Ω
Ωt
e
ω
O
Y
Z
(K + cΩ - MΩ2 )e(k - CΩ - mΩ2)e
Fig. 2. Forces acting on a rotor whirling about the stator center.
acting in the whirl direction), and a positive value of C represents a stabilizing damp-
ing force (i.e. acting against the whirl). The combined effect of these two coefficients
forms the effective damping Ceff [= C − k/Ω] for which a positive value represents a
whirl resisting force. Specifically, the cross-coupled stiffness k is a crucial element in
establishing rotordynamic stability or instability. Although k is small in magnitude
compared to its bearing or liquid-seal counterparts, seals are sometimes located at
locations of large shaft displacement, and their k values can easily be the difference
between stable and unstable operations. Therefore, it is necessary to predict these
force coefficients accurately.
4Research efforts to predict the reaction force date back to 1965 when Alford [2]
reported the initial analysis for labyrinth seals. Bulk flow models were proposed and
refined by Black and Jensen [3] and Childs [4], [5], among others. The quasi-three-
dimensional CFD-perturbation approach was introduced to improve the accuracy
shortcoming of labyrinth bulk flow models and to reduce the large CPU requirement
of full 3-D CFD models. The CFD-perturbation approach is somewhat similar to
that of bulk flow models. The main difference lies in the treatment of the governing
equations. Diezen and Nordmann [6] developed the first CFD-perturbation model
based on a coordinate transformation approach. However, the coordinate transfor-
mation is not exact for complicated seal geometries. More recently, Kim and Rhode
[7] developed a version to approximate the boundary conditions on the disturbed
rotor surface which avoids the coordinate transformation and is applicable for ax-
isymmetric seals of any geometry. Due to that lack of information, nearly all existing
seal rotordynamics models give incorrect domain-inlet boundary conditions for the
first-order (i.e. flow disturbance) quantities. Specifically, the first-order swirl velocity
seal-inlet boundary condition has sine and cosine componentsW1S andW1C that have
historically been assumed as zero, whereas Kim and Rhode [7] showed that this is
unrealistic. An additional concern is that existing models typically use a perturbed
Bernoulli type of equation to relate the first-order axial velocity and pressure at the
seal-inlet boundary, but this approach must rely on a very uncertain inlet loss co-
efficient. Recently, Venkatesan and Rhode [8] developed correlations for first-order
domain-inlet boundary condition values located in the upstream chamber. However,
existing bulk-flow models do not immediately allow the presence of an upstream cham-
ber. Further, the presence of an upstream chamber within the domain of fully-3D
and CFD-perturbation models sometimes gives numerical stability problems.
5A. Research Need
The lack of universally applicable modelling in existing rotordynamics bulk flow per-
turbation codes , for example, for labyrinth seals has led to serious vibration problems
for some compressors, stream turbines and pumps. Specifically, inaccurate estimates
of the labyrinth seal force coefficients from bulk flow models was recently shown to
be at the root of this problem. For example, evidence of the large discrepancy be-
tween Dr. Childs’ bulk flow model prediction and his measurements for the labyrinth
rotordynamic driving force was shown by Childs [1] for the challenging cases of high
speeds and high supply pressures.
All the previous seal rotordynamic models (i.e. bulk flow, CFD-perturbation
and full 3-D CFD) specified the seal-inlet first-order boundary condition by either the
assumption of zero values for all disturbed variables or a perturbed Bernoulli equation
to relate the first-order pressure and streamwise velocity through an empirical minor
loss coefficient at the seal inlet. In almost every case, the first-order seal-inlet swirl
disturbance components were guessed to have zero values and the seal-inlet minor
loss coefficient was guessed as 0.5.
The assumption of zero values for both components of the first-order flow dis-
turbance swirl velocity at the seal inlet has never been verified. Kim and Rhode
[7] showed that the previously guessed zero value for the inlet swirl disturbance in
labyrinth seals is unrealistic. Venkatesan and Rhode [8] for the first time specified the
swirl disturbance through a correlation. However, the applicability of this correlation
suffered from the fact that it was developed from test cases with a confined range
of geometry and operating conditions without parametric study of each quantity’s
influence. Moreover, very little information is available about the influence of the
upstream chamber on the first-order variables at the seal inlet. Since the boundary
6conditions are what determine each particular solution of the governing equation,
they are extremely important and must be quantified to allow improved solutions
from all gas and liquid models.
The analysis of the transient conditions of turbines and compressors is essential
for safe operations in power and propulsion systems. Transient operations such as
load changes and start-ups in complex industrial processes have been found to cause
many vibration problems. Two distinct issues of such problems such as teeth damage
and relative axial rotor growth have been long recognized in industrial practice while
unfortunately, still remain unexplored.
Labyrinth seal teeth damage in rotating machinery often happens during a ma-
chine’s service life. Damage from rotor impacting and/or intense rubbing is the most
frequently encountered cause of damage, which occurs when the machine undergoes
transients or severe vibrations. Sudden load changes of a centrifugal compressor,
for example, could generate severe rubs of the labyrinth and cause the teeth tips to
”mushroom” out, which increases the radial clearance and creates undesirable flow
characteristics across the labyrinth. These factors are detrimental to a compressor’s
efficiency and rotordynamic stability, and could be the root cause for persistent and
worsening rotor vibration [9]. In addition, higher differential pressure, and hence
larger thrust loading of the machine will arise from the excessive gas leakage from the
discharge end seal.
Rotors in large rotating steam turbines experience noticeable thermal axial growth
during transient operations such as the start-up process. The rotor axial shifting
caused by the thermal expansion and/or by net pressure loads could significantly al-
ter the performance and rotordynamic forces of the sealing labyrinth. The seal forces
could contribute to the rotordynamic instability of the rotor-bearing-seal system even
though the force magnitude is smaller than that of the bearing fluid film forces. As
7the rotating speed increases or the seal clearance decreases, the labyrinth-seal-excited
problems often become more and more critical in the system design. It is therefore
necessary to predict these forces accurately for both reliable operations and safer
design of high-performance steam turbines.
B. Objectives
The present study was partially motivated by the worrisome lack of reasonable es-
timates of the first-order, i.e. flow disturbance variables at the seal inlet, especially
the disturbed swirl velocities, and the compromised applicability of Venkatesan’s cor-
relation in the upstream chamber given by Venkatesan and Rhode [8]. In addition,
given the exceptional importance of self-excited vibrations, the present paucity of
reported data on rotordynamic characteristics under these off-design circumstances
is discouraging. The objectives are:
1. To better understand the fluid dynamics at the seal inlet, and to develop a seal-
inlet boundary condition correlation for disturbance quantities with simplicity,
breadth of application, and relative freedom from numerical difficulties.
2. To evaluate how much solution improvement to expect from the newly-developed
seal-inlet boundary condition correlation by comparing with measurements of
both gas and liquid seal situations.
3. To apply the CFD-perturbation model with the boundary condition correla-
tion developed herein to investigate the rotordynamic characteristics of selected
labyrinth seals in rotating machinery, as well as to gain insight into various
effects on the seal-inlet swirl which affects seal rotordynamics.
8CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Rotordynamics Models
Theoretical investigations to predict the rotordynamic coefficients of seals and dampers
can be classified into three approaches. The first approach involves bulk-flow mod-
els with simplified assumptions about the flow field and requires minimal computing
resources. The second approach, solving three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations,
captures the flow phenomena more accurately than the bulk-flow models, although
it needs much more CPU time. The third approach, using a quasi-three-dimensional
CFD-perturbation model (i.e. 2-D computing), has a significant advantage because of
its ability to model the flow field more realistically than the bulk-flow models, while
requiring much less computational resources than 3-D CFD analysis.
The bulk-flow models, based on the thin film assumption, use radially averaged
flow variables and remove the radial momentum equation. Assuming small rotor
displacement, the generic flow variable can be approximated by,
Φ (x, r, θ, t) = Φ0 (x, r) + ǫ {Φ1C (x, r) cos (Ωt− θ)− Φ1S (x, r) sin (Ωt− θ)} (2.1)
The nonlinear governing equations are perturbed using the above perturbation re-
lation, resulting in two sets of equations, referred to as the zeroth- and first-order
equations. The zeroth-order solution gives the mean flow variables of the concentric
rotor position, while the first-order solution gives the disturbed velocity and pressure
field from which the rotordynamic force coefficients are evaluated.
The initial rotordynamic analysis was reported by Alford [2] for labyrinth seals.
Black and Jensen [3] first introduced a bulk flow model to analyze the influence of
9annular seal forces on the dynamics of centrifugal pumps. This model was extended
by Iwatsubo [10] for labyrinth seals by including the effect of circumferential flow.
Based on Hirs’ turbulent lubrication empirical equation, Childs [4] and [5] developed
an analytical-computational method for short and finite length annular liquid seals.
This work was advanced by Nelson [11] who proposed a revised model by utilizing
Moody’s equation to better describe the seal surface roughness. A two-control-volume
bulk flow model was presented by Wyssmann, et al. [12] who divided the cavity flow
field into a jet flow and a cavity flow, followed by the improvements of Scharrer [13]
who considered the recirculation flow inside the labyrinth cavity. Further, San Andes
[14] and [15] analyzed the annular seal force with a model accounting for cylindrical
and conical whirling motions, respectively. More recently, Marquette and Childs [16]
developed a three-control-volume model for liquid grooved seals to account for the
flow separation and mixing inside the seal.
The advantage of the bulk flow models is less computing time compared to CFD-
based rotordynamic models. The disadvantage is their reduced prediction accuracy
which results from neglecting the separation and recirculation prevalent in labyrinth
cavities and not properly accounting for the effect of circumferential flow.
Methods dealing with separation and recirculation flows without using user-
provided correlations are based on fully 3-D, time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations.
Tam, et al. [17] first reported the flow field in a centered, whirling smooth-plain seal.
Athavale, et al. [18] presented unsteady, fully 3-D solutions for gas annular seals
to simulate the measurements by Childs and Scharrer [19]. Rotordynamic analysis
for labyrinth seals based on three-dimensional solutions was first given by Rhode,
et al. [20] and [21], followed by Isshi, et al. [22], who used a different turbulence
model. Unlike the finite volume methods mentioned above, Baskharone and Hensel
[23] developed a three-dimensional finite element approach using deformable mesh
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arrangements. Although the full 3-D models have a chance to better describe the
rotordynamic phenomena, they have suffered from numerical limitations, such as the
iteration convergence problem and the tremendous CPU requirement.
The quasi-three-dimensional perturbation model was introduced to improve the
accuracy problem of bulk flow models and to lessen the large CPU requirement of full
three-dimensional models. The perturbation concept is similar to that of the bulk
flow models. The difference lies in the treatment of the flow domain and the governing
equations. Dietzen and Nordmann [6] developed the first CFD-perturbation model
based on a coordinate transformation approach. However, this model is not applica-
ble when the seal geometry is not plain, i.e. for grooved, labyrinth, stepped seals,
etc. Arghir and Frene [24] extended the applicability of the above coordinate trans-
formation approach to complex seal geometries by introducing linear interpolation
functions. Kim and Rhode [7] and Kim, et al. [25] proposed an approach to approxi-
mate the boundary conditions on the disturbed rotor surface (PDBC) which avoided
the limitation due to coordinate transformation and is applicable for axisymmetric
seals of any geometry. Venkatesan and Rhode [8] developed correlations for bound-
ary conditions at the upstream chamber and the seal inlet, and for the first time the
swirl disturbance boundary condition was specified as a function of the seal geometry
and the operating condition quantities. However, the applicability of Venkatesan’s
correlation is uncertain because it was developed from a limited number of test cases
without a complete parametric study of the influence of seal geometry and operating
conditions on the inlet flow disturbance quantities.
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B. Disturbance Boundary Conditions
A great amount of literature exists describing how to specify undisturbed (i.e. zeroth-
order) boundary conditions for labyrinth seals, and it is not intended to review them
here. The book by Patankar [26] and a review by Gresho [27] are suggested as starting
points for understanding this subject in more detail. In what follows, the methods
of specifying disturbance boundary conditions for the first-order governing equations
will be briefly reviewed.
1. Up-Chamber Domain Inlet Boundary Conditions
A turbomachinery seal has an up-chamber immediately upstream as well a back-
chamber immediately downstream of the seal. Nearly all the perturbation models
discussed earlier have excluded these two chambers from the seal and only the seal
itself was modelled as the computational domain. Partially motivated by skeptics
about the zero assumption of the disturbance swirl velocities at the seal inlet, Kim
and Rhode [7] examined the effect of including both the upstream and downstream
chambers. The upstream chamber inlet disturbance boundary conditions are given
by:
Φˆ1(xin, r) = 0; {Φˆ1 = Uˆ1, Vˆ1, Wˆ1} (2.2)
∂Pˆ ′1(x, r)
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
x=xin
= 0 (2.3)
By starting the computations with the above boundary conditions, they found an
abrupt change in the axial distribution of the first-order velocities and pressures at the
seal inlet. It is straightforward to assume that the magnitude of disturbance quantities
developed inside the upstream chamber will have a certain influence upon the results.
Therefore, to minimize the uncertainty from the seal inlet boundary condition, the
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computational domain is recommended to include the upstream chamber where the
flow disturbance is expected to begin. For example, Moore and Palazzolo [28] included
an upstream chamber in their rotordynamic force prediction for liquid annular seals.
Venkatesan and Rhode [8] developed an approach of specifying the domain-inlet
boundary swirl disturbance variables through a correlation at an upstream chamber
location. The disturbance quantities were evaluated using STAR-CD by subtracting
the three-dimensional numerical solutions for the concentric rotor position from those
for an eccentric rotor position. This correlation, however, was greatly limited by the
presence of the upstream chamber. Bulk-flow perturbation models, for example, do
not immediately allow locating the domain inlet in the upstream chamber. Further,
the presence of an upstream chamber in the computational domain sometimes gives
numerical stability problems for 3D-CFD and CFD-perturbation approaches.
2. Seal Inlet Boundary Conditions
The disturbance flow variables are often unknown at the seal inlet. The inlet, as well
as exit boundary conditions must take into account the inertia effects developed in
the domains external to the seal. These conditions are usually specified using the
perturbed Bernoulli’s equation [1]:
Uˆ1(xin, r) = − Pˆ1(xin)
ρU0(1 + ξin)
(2.4)
Pˆ1(xin, r) = −ρ(1− ξin)U0(xin)Uˆ1(xin) (2.5)
A value of 0.5 has often been adopted for the inlet minor loss coefficient ξin. Eq.
(2.4) represents a boundary condition for the first order axial velocity. The other two
components have often been assumed undisturbed in the inlet section.
Vˆ1(xin) = 0, Wˆ1(xin) = 0 (2.6)
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This method was followed by bulk flow modelers like Childs [4], [5], Nelson [11],
San Andes [14], [15] and CFD-perturbation modelers like Dietzen [6], [29], Arghir
[30], [31], [24] in their seal-inlet boundary condition formulations.
As noted earlier, Kim and Rhode [7] found a sharp peak in the axial dostribu-
tion of the disturbance variables near the seal inlet. Their findings showed that the
previous assumption W1C = W1S = 0 in labyrinth seals is unrealistic and needs to
be improved for an accurate prediction of the flow-induced dynamic forces. In this
research, a new approach will be developed for specifying flow disturbance boundary
conditions at the seal inlet for labyrinth seal perturbation rotordynamics models.
Kim and Rhode [7] also found that the disturbance flow variables have relatively
smooth profiles at the seal exit region and showed that the downstream chamber can
be excluded from the computational domain without affecting the solution signifi-
cantly.
3. Seal Exit Boundary Conditions
The Neumann boundary condition for disturbance velocities at the seal exit are given
as:
∂Φˆ1(xex, r)
∂x
∣∣∣∣∣
x=xex
= 0; {Φˆ1 = Uˆ1, Vˆ1, Wˆ1} (2.7)
The exit pressure boundary condition is obtained by perturbing the approximate
energy equation between the seal exit and the downstream chamber using the bulk
values of the variables, i.e. U , W , and P .
Pˆ1(xex, r) = −ρ(1− ξex)[U0(xex)Uˆ1(xex) +W0(xex)Wˆ1(xex)] (2.8)
The minor loss coefficient ξex ranges from 0.9 to 1.1. The disturbance pressure is zero
when ξex = 1.0.
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4. Wall Boundary Conditions
In general, the disturbance velocity components have zero values on the stator surface
as expected and non-zero values on the the rotor surface due to the rotor displacement.
As discussed previously, Dietzen and Nordmann [6] developed a model based on
an analytical coordinate transformation to remove the boundary condition problem
due to the nominally eccentric position of the rotor. Because of the mathematical
complexities, this model is only applicable to plain seal geometries. Arghir and Frene
[24] extended the applicability of Dietzen and Nordmann’s approach to complex seal
geometries by assuming an axially linear distribution of the disturbance quantities.
Utilizing the Taylor series expansion method, Kim and Rhode [7] proposed a pertur-
bation approach for the disturbed boundary conditions (PDBC) on the rotor surface.
This approach avoids the mathematical difficulties of a coordinate transformation and
is applicable for axisymmetric seals of any geometry.
Without loss of generality, we assume t = 0 here. The absolute velocities on the
disturbed rotor surface can be approximated as follows:
x : U(x,R∗ + ǫCr cos θ, θ) = 0 (2.9)
r : V (x,R∗ + ǫCr cos θ, θ) = ǫCr(Ω− ω) sin θ (2.10)
θ : W (x,R∗ + ǫCr cos θ, θ) = R
∗ω + ǫCrΩcos θ (2.11)
Here the perturbation parameter is ǫ = e0/Cr and has the relation ǫ ≪ 1. Applying
the perturbation equation, i.e. Eq. (2.1) into Eq. (2.9) and by Taylor series expansion,
the Dirichlet boundary condition for the the disturbance velocities is derived as:
U0(x,R
∗) + ǫCr
∂u(x, r)
∂r
∣∣∣∣
R∗
cos θ + ǫ[U1C(x,R
∗) cos θ + U1S(x,R
∗) sin θ] +O(ǫ2) = 0
(2.12)
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Grouping the coefficients of cos θ and sin θ terms and equating them to zero yields
the boundary conditions for the axial disturbance velocities on the rotor surface, which
in complex form are expressed as:
Uˆ1(x,R
∗) = −Cr ∂U0(x, r)
∂r
∣∣∣∣
R∗
(2.13)
Similarly, the disturbance boundary conditions for radial and circumferential velocity
components can be derived as:
Vˆ1(x,R
∗) = −Cr ∂V0(x, r)
∂r
∣∣∣∣
R∗
+ jCr(Ω− ω) (2.14)
Wˆ1(x,R
∗) = Cr
[
Ω− ∂W0(x, r)
∂r
∣∣∣∣
R∗
]
(2.15)
The above Eqs. (2.13) - (2.15) constitute the Dirichlet boundary conditions for
the first-order velocities on the perturbed rotor surface. For any flow variable having
a zeroth-order Neumann boundary condition such as pressure, it will also have a
first-order Neumann boundary condition.
C. Previous Works on Damaged Teeth and Rotor Shifting
Rotating machinery is an integral part of process equipment in chemical, oil, and
gas industries. Abnormal operations or failures of rotating machinery can result in
performance deterioration, damage to other equipment, and production loss. An un-
expected outage of the process unit may easily result in loss of production revenues of
$10,000 per hour [32]. Excessive vibrations of rotating equipment have been reported
as frequent causes of the unit failure [33], [34], [35]. Due to their critical nature, ro-
tating equipment has been routinely subjected to maintenance to avoid unpredicted
shutdowns.
Numerical analysis has become a powerful tool in the design and failure diag-
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nosis of turbomachinery components. The insight afforded by such analysis provides
further understandings of the complexity of turbomachinery flow physics. Consider-
able numerical efforts have been undertaken in the area of transient analysis relating
to both performance and vibrations. Readers can find more detail in White [36],
Meher-Homji and Bhagave [37], and Lakshminarasimha, et al. [38], etc. Using a
bulk flow model, San Andes [15] reported a numerical analysis of the effect of shaft
misalignment on the dynamic force response in liquid annular seals.
One important issue that gains more and more attention is the seal damage in-
fluence upon leakage and dynamic forces. Sudden load changes could induce excessive
rotor vibration and severely damage the aluminum labyrinth teeth, causing the teeth
tips to mushroom out and the teeth clearance to increase. Undesirable flow charac-
teristics can be developed across the labyrinth and further degrade its efficiency and
rotordynamic stability. Higher differential pressure and hence larger thrust loading
of the machine will arise from an excessive gas leakage from the discharge end seal
[9]. Furthermore, the possibility of rubbing damage due to force/thermal imbalances
increases with reduced seal clearance and increasing running speed. Therefore, an
accurate prediction of performance deterioration and rotordynamic force variations
during off-design operational conditions is necessary to estimate the dynamic behavior
and to avoid rotor vibration. The effects of seal tooth thickness and radial clearance
upon labyrinth seal flow leakage have been reported by Rhode and Hibbs [39] [40].
It has been found that the radial clearance has a major effect on the labyrinth seal
performance while the tooth thickness exerts a negligible effect. Zimmermann, et al.
[41] obtained leakage results for a few seals with worn tooth seal tips for straight-
through and stepped labyrinths. Childs [42] studied the seal clearance effects on
spiral vibrations due to rubbing and showed that an increased clearance could im-
prove the system’s stability, in particular with regard to unstable spiral vibrations.
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The influence of leakage path inlet swirl on annular seal rotordynamics was experi-
mentally investigated by Guinzburg, et al. [43] and Hsu and Brennen [44] with water
as the working fluid. A destabilizing effect was found arising from increasing inlet
swirl for both normal and tangential forces. More recently, Wilcox and O’Brien [9]
presented an in-depth fault diagnosis of stability problems in a centrifugal compressor
and identified the rub-damaged buffer gas seals as the root cause for the persistent
and worsening rotor vibrations.
A considerable amount of work has been done to circumvent the teeth/rotor dam-
age problem especially in centrifugal compressors. An exhaustive review of them will
not be given here. One option is to use thermoplastic seals in place of the aluminum
labyrinth [45], [46]. The main benefit of the thermoplastic labyrinth is reducing the
radial clearance and maintaining these tight clearances through transient operations
without damaging the shaft. With proper application, substantial compressor effi-
ciency improvement can be achieved by reducing the seal leakage. However, this type
of seal is more fragile than aluminum seals and it can be damaged while being han-
dled. It is not widely adopted because of its chemical compatibility to the specific
process and stress variation under high pressures and high temperatures.
Another option to lessen the teeth damage problem is to use honeycomb seals
which are more robust than aluminum seals when a rub occurs [1], [47]. Due to their
unique structure, the honeycomb seals allow abrasive wear during the contact be-
tween the rotating and stationary parts and will not typically harm the rotor surface.
Honeycomb seals also have the benefit of reducing the averaged circumferential ve-
locity within the seal and consequently the cross-coupled stiffness k. When properly
designed, this type of seal has been successfully used as a balance-drum in compres-
sors and as turbine interstage seals in high-pressure turbopumps [1]. A careful stress
analysis is necessary before using honeycomb applications in order to avoid struc-
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tural failure, as Benaboud, et al. [48] have reported such problems in a high-pressure
compressor.
Also of importance to turbomachinery rotordynamics is the rotor axial shifting
under transient operations. Specifically, rotors in large steam turbines experience no-
ticeable thermal axial growth during the start-up process and could considerably alter
the rotordynamic forces of labyrinth seals. Baumann [49] investigated the damping
behavior for a high-pressure radial compressor and mentioned that axial rotor posi-
tions seemed to have an insignificant influence on tangential forces and hence couldn’t
be verified as the root cause for the system instability. More recently, Wang, et al.
[50] studied the flow characteristics in stepped seals when teeth disengagements occur
due to axial movement and showed that the airflow features are largely dictated by
the distance between the teeth tip and the step. In their leakage prediction inside
straight-through labyrinths with rub-grooves, Rhode and Adams [51] discussed the
effect of the labyrinth tooth tip location due to the centrifugal force and thermal
growth of the rotor and stator. The influence of rotor-shifting on rotordynamic force
variations in labyrinth seals, however, still remains unexplored.
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CHAPTER III
CFD-PERTURBATION ROTORDYNAMIC MODEL
A. Perturbed Governing Equations
1. Perturbation Method
The flow field in the eccentric seal clearance, as shown in Fig 3, is characterized as un-
steady, three-dimensional and turbulent. The governing equations are the Reynolds-
averaged, turbulent Navier-Stokes equations in a stationary reference frame
∂ (ρui)
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρuiuj) = −∂P
∂xi
+
∂τij
∂xj
(3.1)
and the continuity equation
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(ρuj) = 0 (3.2)
The Reynolds stress is given in the cylindrical coordinate system as:
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and
Π =
2
3
ρk + µe
[
∂u
∂x
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(rv) +
1
r
∂w
∂θ
]
(3.4)
where µe is the effective turbulent viscosity. This quantity is evaluated as the sum of
the laminar viscosity and turbulent viscosity, i.e. µe = µ+ Cµρk
2/ε with Cµ = 0.09.
Assuming medium to high Re, which has widely been found in turbomachinery seals,
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Fig. 3. Geometric and kinematic relationship of circular rotor whirl about the stator
center at t = 0, ω: rotating speed; Ω: whirling speed.
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the standard form of the k− ǫ turbulence model is used. The governing equations for
the turbulent kinetic energy k and the turbulent energy dissipation ǫ are:
ρ
∂k
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(ρuik) =
∂
∂xi
(
µe
σk
∂k
∂xi
)
+ τij
∂ui
∂xj
− ρε (3.5)
ρ
∂ε
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(ρuiε) =
∂
∂xi
(
µe
σε
∂ε
∂xi
)
+
ε
k
(
c1τij
∂ui
∂xj
− c2ρε
)
(3.6)
The empirical constants are c1 = 1.44, c2 = 1.92, σk = 1.0, and σε = 1.3 [52]. When
the working fluid is compressible, the equation of state is also employed:
P = γρRT (3.7)
where γ is the compressibility factor and R is the universal gas constant.
This model assumes a circular rotor motion about the housing center position
with an obit radius that is small relative to the seal clearance. Transient 3-D CFD
solutions for a labyrinth seal would require enormous computer resources. However,
based on the observation that the boundaries (i.e. radial clearance) are both tempo-
rally and circumferentially periodic, and assuming that the eccentricity of the rotor is
small compared with the seal radial clearance, one can approximately decompose the
position of the displaced rotor surface into a steady, axisymmetric part and a small,
unsteady, asymmetric part (see Fig 3) as:
R (θ, t) = R∗ + ǫRe
{
Cre
j(Ωt−θ)
}
(3.8)
where R∗ represents the concentric-rotor surface location and j indicates an imaginary
number. Assuming that velocities, pressure and density can also be considered to have
a steady and axisymmetric part as well as an unsteady and asymmetric part, one can
write a general expression for them as:
Φ (x, r, θ, t) = Φ0 (x, r) + ǫRe
{
Φˆ1 (x, r) e
j(Ωt−θ)
}
(3.9)
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where Φ is a generic fluid flow variable, and ǫ = e/Cr with e << Cr. Further, Φ0
represents the axisymmetric (zeroth-order, i.e. undisturbed) part, while the complex
first-order variable Φˆ1 is the first-order, i.e. disturbed part varying only in the x-
r space. Equation (3.9) implies that the rotor whirl motion of a small eccentricity
generates a periodic flow disturbance. When the complex function is defined as
Φˆ1 = Φ1C + jΦ1S, Eq. (3.9) can be expressed in a simpler form as:
Φ (x, r, θ, t) = Φ0 (x, r) + ǫ {Φ1C (x, r) cos (Ωt− θ)− Φ1S (x, r) sin (Ωt− θ)} (3.10)
Observe that the cosine flow disturbance component, for exampleW1C , represents
the 2-D function W1C(x, r) for the θ-plane at the circumferential position of the
minimum seal clearance as shown in Fig. 3. Similarly, the sine flow disturbance
component represents the 2-D functionW1S(x, r) for the θ-plane at the circumferential
position that is 90o ahead of the minimum seal clearance. Because this method is
applicable only to a very small rotor displacement amplitudes about the housing
centerline, it is assumed that the turbulent viscosity, turbulent kinetic energy and
turbulent energy dissipation are not significantly influenced by the very slight rotor
displacement. By substituting Eqs. (3.3), (3.4), and (3.10) into Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2),
the zeroth- and first-order equations are obtained. Additional details are available in
[25].
2. Zeroth-Order Equations
Continuity equation:
∂
∂x
(ρ0u0) +
1
r
∂
∂r
(rρ0v0) = 0 (3.11)
General momentum equation:
∂
∂x
(ρ0u0Φ0) +
1
r
∂
∂r
(rρ0v0Φ0) =
∂
∂x
(
µe
∂Φ0
∂x
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rµe
∂Φ0
∂r
)
+ S (Φ0) (3.12)
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Where the source terms for each variable are given as:
S (u0) =− ∂p0
∂x
+
1
3
∂
∂x
(
µe
∂u0
∂x
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rµe
∂v0
∂x
)
− 2
3
∂
∂x
(ρ0k)
− 2
3
∂
∂x
[
µe
(
∂v0
∂r
+
v0
r
)]
(3.13)
S (v0) =− ∂p0
∂r
+
1
3r
∂
∂r
(
rµe
∂v0
∂r
)
− 2
3
v0
r
∂µe
∂r
− 2
3
∂
∂r
(
µe
∂u0
∂x
)
− 4
3
µe
v0
r2
+
∂
∂x
(
µe
∂u0
∂r
)
+ ρ0
w20
r
− 2
3
∂
∂r
(ρ0k) (3.14)
S (w0) = −ρ0v0w0
r
− w0
r2
∂
∂r
(rµe) (3.15)
3. First-Order Equations
Continuity equation in complex function form:
∂
∂x
(ρ0uˆ1) +
1
r
∂
∂r
(rρ0vˆ1) =− ∂
∂x
(ρˆ1u0)− 1
r
∂
∂r
(rρˆ1v0)
+ j
{
1
r
(ρ0wˆ1 + ρˆ1w0)− ρˆ1Ω
}
(3.16)
General momentum equation in complex function form:
∂
∂x
(
ρ0u0Φˆ1
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rρ0v0Φˆ1
)
=
∂
∂x
(
µe
∂Φˆ1
∂x
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rµe
∂Φˆ1
∂r
)
+S
(
Φˆ1
)
(3.17)
Where the source terms for each variable are given as:
S (uˆ1) =− ∂pˆ1
∂x
+
1
3
∂
∂x
(
µe
∂uˆ1
∂x
)
+
1
r
∂
∂r
(
rµe
∂vˆ1
∂x
)
− ρ0
[
vˆ1
∂u0
∂r
+ uˆ1
∂u0
∂x
]
− µe uˆ1
r2
− ρˆ1
[
v0
∂u0
∂r
+ u0
∂u0
∂x
]
− 2
3
∂
∂x
[
µe
(
∂vˆ1
∂r
+
vˆ1
r
)
+ ρˆ1k
]
− j
{
µe
r
∂wˆ1
∂x
− 2
3
1
r
∂
∂x
(µewˆ1)− ρ0w0uˆ1
r
+ ρ0Ωuˆ1
}
(3.18)
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S (vˆ1) =− ∂pˆ1
∂r
+
1
3
∂
∂r
(
µe
∂vˆ1
∂r
)
+
∂
∂x
(
µe
∂uˆ1
∂r
)
− 7
3
µe
vˆ1
r2
− 2
3
1
r
∂
∂r
(µevˆ1) +
1
3
µe
r
∂vˆ1
∂r
− 2
3
∂
∂r
(
µe
∂uˆ1
∂x
+ ρˆ1k
)
− ρ0
[
vˆ1
∂v0
∂r
− 2w0wˆ1
r
+ uˆ1
∂v0
∂x
]
− ρˆ1
[
v0
∂v0
∂r
− w
2
0
r
+ u0
∂v0
∂x
]
− j
{
µe
r
∂wˆ1
∂r
− 2
3
1
r
∂
∂r
(µewˆ1)− 7
3
µewˆ1
r2
− ρ0w0vˆ1
r
+ ρ0Ωvˆ1
}
(3.19)
S (wˆ1) =− 7
3
µe
wˆ1
r2
− wˆ1
r
∂µe
∂r
− ρ0
[
vˆ1
∂w0
∂r
+
v0wˆ1
r
+
w0vˆ1
r
+ uˆ1
∂w0
∂x
]
− ρˆ1
[
v0
∂w0
∂r
+
v0w0
r
+ u0
∂w0
∂x
]
− j
{
− pˆ1
r
+
7
3
µevˆ1
r2
+
vˆ1
r
∂µe
∂r
+
1
3
µe
r
∂vˆ1
∂r
− 2
3
µe
r
∂uˆ1
∂x
+
1
r
∂
∂x
(µeuˆ1)− 2
3
ρˆ1k
r
− ρ0w0wˆ1
r
+ ρ0Ωwˆ1
}
(3.20)
The perturbed governing equations for the zeroth- and first-order variables were
solved using a finite-volume computer code utilizing the SIMPLEC algorithm with
the QUICK differencing scheme for the convection terms.
B. Boundary Conditions
Previous quasi-3D rotordynamic seal models employed a perturbation coordinate
transformation in deriving the first-order governing equations and boundary condi-
tions to align the displaced rotor surface (Fig. 3) with a grid line in the transformed
plane ([6] and [30]). This approach introduced considerable complications, including
a large increase of first-order source terms in the governing equations. The present
approach, as discussed by Kim and Rhode [7], avoids these complications by utilizing
a Taylor series expansion in the radial direction to approximate the first-order vari-
ables on the displaced rotor surface in terms of those on the concentric rotor surface.
This allows the non-displaced rotor surface to be used as the domain rotor boundary
for both the zero- and first-order solutions.
The first-order boundary values on the stator wall were specified as zero, and
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those on the rotor were taken from standard dynamics relations that account for
rotor displacement, whirl and shaft speed. Details can be found in a work by Kim
and Rhode [7] and Kim et al. [25]. At the domain exit, the axial gradient of the first-
order velocity components was assumed to be zero. Further, the Dirichlet boundary
condition for the disturbance pressure was specified using the perturbed Bernoulli (i.e.
bulk energy) equation applied between the seal exit and the downstream chamber;
see Eq. (3.21):
pˆ1 (xex) = −pdn (1− ξex)
[
u0 (xex) uˆ1 (xex) + w0 (xex) wˆ1 (xex)
γRTex
]
(3.21)
where the subscript ex signifies the condition at the seal exit while dn signifies the
downstream chamber condition. The minor loss coefficient ξex can be in the range
from 0.9 to 1.1. A value of 1.0 is used in the present study.
C. Rotordynamic Coefficients
The resulting radial and tangential force components, Fr and Ft, acting upon the
whirling rotor can be obtained by integrating the disturbance pressures along the
length of the rotor surface, as shown in Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23),
−Fr
e
= π
∫
L
dP0 (x, r)
dr
∣∣∣∣
R∗
R∗dx+
π
Cr
∫
L
P1C (x,R
∗)R∗dx (3.22)
−Ft
e
=
π
Cr
∫
L
P1S (x,R
∗)R∗dx (3.23)
The relations between the radial and tangential force components and the corre-
sponding rotordynamic force coefficients are expressed as Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25),
−Fr
e
= K + cΩ−MΩ2 (3.24)
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−Ft
e
= −k + CΩ +mΩ2 (3.25)
By using the above relations and least square curve fitting in terms of the whirling
speed, one can obtain the rotordynamic force coefficients for different flow conditions.
Usually, the the inertial coefficients are negligible in comparison with stiffness and
damping coefficients in seals. Therefore, Eq. (3.25) reduces to:
−Ft
e
=
[
C − k
Ω
]
Ω (3.26)
where the effective damping Ceff can be defined as Ceff = C − k/Ω, which
incorporates the typically destabilizing k and the stabilizing C. A positive effective
damping is the net stabilizing (resisting whirl) tangential force acting on the rotor
per unit rotor displacement and per unit whirl frequency. In this research, sub-
synchronous vibration with Ω equal to 0.5ω was assumed in evaluating Ceff .
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CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT OF SEAL-INLET DISTURBANCE BOUNDARY CONDITION
CORRELATIONS
A. Introduction
One of the objectives of the present study is to develop seal inlet flow disturbance
boundary conditions with broad applicability. Achieving this goal requires a better
understanding of the fluid dynamics at the seal inlet, i.e. how the force impedances
are influenced by the flow disturbance variables and how the seal configuration and op-
erating condition influence these disturbance variables. A thorough parametric study
was performed corresponding to this requirement. New physical insights were gained
about the relation between flow disturbance variables and operating conditions.
B. Parametric Studies
The seal configurations considered in the present study can be divided into two classes
according to their up-chambers: (a) seals with axial-inlet upstream chambers and (b)
seals with radial injection up-chambers, as illustrated in Fig 4 (a) and (b), respectively.
The CFD perturbation code was used to compute the flow disturbance quantities
assuming zero disturbance at the domain inlet (location 1 in Fig. 4 (a) or location 4
in Fig. 4 (b)). This assumption is justified for two reasons. First, because the domain
inlet is far away from the rotor where the disturbance originates, the disturbance
quantities at the domain inlet are negligible. Secondly, whatever disturbance exists
at the inlet is diffused and dampened by the large up-chamber.
Operating condition ranges are shown in Table I. For seals with the axial-inlet
up-chamber, CFD solutions at location 2 in Fig. 4 (a) (location 5 in Fig. 4 (b) if
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1
2 3
(a) Labyrinth seal with axial-inlet upstream chamber
x
r
5
4
6
(b) Labyrinth seal with radial-injection chamber
Fig. 4. Overall seal configuration with up-chamber: (a) with axial inlet upstream
chamber; (b) with radial injection chamber.
Table I. Geometry and Operating Condition Range of the Parametric Study Cases
Geometries Operating Conditions
Cr Rsh UCL
Cr
M W0 P0 ω Ω
ω(mm) (mm) (m/s) (bar) (103rpm)
0.12∼0.4 50∼152 10∼150 0.1∼0.3 -100∼250 10∼70 4∼20 0∼0.75
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Table II. Grid Independence Testing Results
NI×NJ
∆y
K
(Kc −Kf )
Kf
k
(kc − kf )
kf
C
(Cc − Cf )
Cfwithin Cr
(mm) (MN/m) (%) (MN/m) (%) (KNs/m) (%)
126×47 0.0381 -0.111 −− 0.322 −− 0.459 −−
175×61 0.0254 -0.106 4.62 0.332 -3.16 0.472 -2.72
230×80 0.0191 -0.104 2.47 0.340 -2.36 0.479 -1.57
with radial-injection chamber) give the values that were obtained in this study for
the previously unavailable seal inlet boundary condition values. A very large number
of operating conditions were computed, and the seal inlet solution values of each were
tabulated in order to determine the inlet boundary condition correlations.
1. Grid Independence Testing
Grid independence testing was performed with a seal inlet axial Mach number M of
0.15, a spin speed ω of 8640 rpm and an inlet swirl velocity of 60 m/s. The geometric
layout and dimensions were given by Fig. 4 and Table I. Three grids were utilized
with control cells inside the tooth clearance of 0.0381 mm × 0.0381 mm (coarse grid),
0.0254 mm × 0.0254 mm (production grid) and 0.0191 mm × 0.0191 mm (fine grid),
respectively. The deviation of the computed force coefficients from these three grids
is very small. The coarse grid gave solutions with less than 4.62% deviation from the
production grid and the production grid gave solutions with less than 2.47% deviation
from the fine grid (see Table II).
The seal inlet radial profiles of the axial and swirl velocity disturbance variables
from different grids are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig 6. The deviation from different grids
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is very small. As is observed from Fig. 6 (a), the seal inlet W1C has a steep radial
profile.
2. Effect of Disturbance Variables on Force Coefficients
Parametric studies were performed to determine the impact of varying disturbance
quantities on the force coefficients. The test case geometry was a two-cavity seal as
shown in Fig 4 (a) from location 2 to 3 with Cr = 0.254 mm, Rsh = 64.69 mm and
L = 6.35 mm. The operating conditions were as follows: a shaft spin speed of 4680
rpm, an inlet swirl of -26.57 m/s and up- and down-stream pressures of 13.77 and 11.7
bar, respectively. The results show that the cross-coupled stiffness k is influenced in
the order of importance by W1C , U1S, P1S, W1S, U1C and P1C at the seal inlet. The
effects of W1C , U1C , and U1S are shown in Figs. 7 to 9. The effects of seal inlet U1C
and P1C are negligible compared to other parameters.
a. W1C Radial Profile vs. Flat Bulk Value
For a given magnitude, the W1C inlet radial profile, when compared with the W1C
bulk-averaged flat profile, gives about a 33% increase of the cross-coupled stiffness k
(see Fig. 7). Further, W1C magnitude at the seal inlet is found to have a surprisingly
large effect on the cross-coupled stiffness k. In previous models (Bulk flow models,
3-D CFD models, and CFD perturbation models), W1C has always been assumed
to be zero because of the lack of information about this disturbance variable. This
assumption will apparently cause consequential errors in the prediction of k, and
presumably K and C as well.
Based on the current CFD results from the zeroth-order, i.e. concentric-rotor
model, theW1C inlet radial profile is much more realistic than the flat profile. For 3-D
CFD models and CFD-perturbation models, the W1C radial profile is recommended
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Fig. 5. Seal inlet disturbance axial velocity: (a) cosine component and (b) sine com-
ponent.
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Fig. 6. Seal inlet disturbance swirl velocity: (a) cosine component and (b) sine com-
ponent.
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Fig. 7. Surprisingly large effect of the seal inlet cosine component of the swirl velocity
disturbance on cross-coupled stiffness k.
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(b) Direct damping
Fig. 8. Influence of the seal inlet cosine component of the streamwise velocity distur-
bance magnitude (bulk and radial profile) on force coefficients: (a) cross-cou-
pled stiffness; (b) direct damping.
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as the seal inlet boundary condition. The bulk profile, which is required by the bulk
flow models, still gives a reasonable prediction in this test case (see Fig. 7).
b. Other Disturbance Variables
The cosine component of the axial disturbance velocity U1C at the seal inlet gives
a negligible effect on k while having a considerable effect on the direct damping C,
which increases as U1C becomes more positive (see Fig. 8). Since the tangential force
is the combination of the cross-coupled stiffness and direct damping effects, the seal
inlet U1C is expected to have a significant effect on rotordynamic stability.
The U1S magnitude at the seal inlet has a fairly large effect on the cross-coupled
stiffness k as shown in Fig 9, and only a slight effect on the direct damping C.
Specifically, k decreases as U1S becomes more positive. Further, it was found that
U1S is not a major concern in the present study because its magnitude is usually
significantly smaller than that of W1C as well as U1C in the operating condition range
as shown in Table I.
In addition, it was found that P1C and P1S at the seal inlet have only a slight
effect on k and C.
3. Effect of Geometry and Operating Conditions on Disturbance Variables
It has long been recognized that geometry and operating condition have a large in-
fluence on the flow disturbance quantities at the seal inlet. Furthermore, the effect
of each geometry or operating condition quantity will be different on each flow dis-
turbance variable. Despite its potential to further illuminate the mechanism of seal
rotordynamics, no parametric study has been reported concerning the effect of geome-
try and operating condition, either experimentally or numerically, on the disturbance
boundary conditions for the seal inlet. The present study was motivated by this lack
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Fig. 9. Influence of the seal inlet sine component of the streamwise velocity disturbance
magnitude (bulk and radial profile) on cross-coupled stiffness k.
of information.
a. Numerical Considerations
Thorough parametric studies were conducted to investigate the impact of geometry
and operating condition quantities on the flow disturbance variables. The geometries
and operating conditions were selected to cover a wide range of seals. The range
considered is indicated in Table I.
(1) Geometry
Because the seal clearance was assumed to have a large effect on the disturbance
variables, three radial clearances were selected: 0.127 mm, 0.254 mm and 0.381 mm.
From past experiences, both the shape and the size of the upstream chamber were
found to have a fairly significant effect on dynamic coefficients, especially on direct
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Table III. Order of Importance of Variables Affecting Seal Inlet Flow Disturbance
Quantities
1 W¯1C = f
((
ωRsh − W¯0
)
, Cr, P¯0, UCL,UCH,Ω, ...
)
Independent of U¯0
2 W¯1S = f
(
Cr, U¯0, UCL,UCH,Rsh,Ω, ...
)
Independent of W¯0
3 U¯1C = f
(
U¯0, W¯0, Cr,Ω, ...
)
4 U¯1S = f
((
ωRsh − W¯0
)
, Cr, U¯0, ...
)
5 P¯1C = f
(
U¯0, W¯0, P¯0, Cr,Ω, ...
)
6 P¯1S = f
((
ωRsh − W¯0
)
, U¯0, P¯0,Ω, ...
)
stiffness. To investigate the effect of the upstream chamber, two types of chamber
were considered here: axial inlet chamber and radial injection chamber. The upstream
chamber length UCL and height UCH ranged from 10∼150 times the clearance and
10∼30 times the clearance, respectively.
(2) Operating Condition
The effect of seal inlet swirl was the main focus of the present study. A very wide
range of W0 was considered which ranged from -100m/s to 250 m/s, covering almost
all applications of industrial seals. The spin speeds ranged from 4,000 to 20,000 rpm.
The shaft radius ranged from 50.8 mm to 152.4 mm.
The Mach number of the streamwise velocity at the seal inlet varied from about
0.1 to 0.3. The upstream pressure had a range from 10 bar to 70 bar. These two
variables are directly associated with the seal leakage and served as two indicators of
the relationship between leakage and the force coefficients.
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b. Results and Discussion
A summary of some of the results of the parametric study are listed in Table III. Here,
the order of importance of variables that affect each inlet flow disturbance quantity
is given. The order of importance was determined by the absolute magnitude of the
exponent ’a’ in a power-curve-fitted equation y = xa. In this study, ’y ’ was one
dependent disturbance quantity and ’x ’ was one configuration or operating condition
variable.
(1) Swirl Disturbance Cosine Component, W¯1C
The swirl disturbance cosine component W¯1C at the seal inlet was found to be
affected, in descending order of importance, by (ωRsh−W¯0), clearance Cr, pressure P¯ ,
upstream chamber length UCL and height UCH, and whirling speed Ω. Additionally,
the seal inlet W¯1C showed negligible dependence on U¯0.
Before this study, the zeroth-order swirl velocity at the seal-inlet W¯0, as well as
the peripheral speed ωRsh, was known to have a significant effect on k. As the result
of the current systematic parametric study, it was determined that seal-inletW1C also
has a large effect on k. It was further found that W1C depends primarily on only W0
and ωRsh, although Table III shows that Cr, P0, UCL, UCH and Ω also play a role.
Using this new finding, it was learned that the precision of the relationship between
W1C and W0 (see Fig. 10 (a)) could be greatly improved by instead relating W1C to
the swirl slip velocity (ωRsh − W¯0) (see Fig. 10 (b)). In addition, Fig. 10 (b) shows
that this improved relationship is very nicely correlated by a simple linear function.
Next, because W1C was found to be the seal-inlet flow disturbance quantity
exerting the largest effect on k, it was decided to try to improve the relationship
between k and W0 by relating k to the swirl slip velocity (ωRsh − W¯0). Comparison
of Figs. 11 (a) and 11 (b) show that the use of the seal-inlet swirl slip velocity also
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Fig. 10. More precise relation between seal-inlet W¯1C and W¯0 from plotting W¯1C
against the seal-inlet swirl slip [ωRsh − W¯0] as shown in Fig. 10 (b).
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Fig. 11. More precise relation between cross-coupled stiffness k and W¯0 from plotting
k against the seal-inlet swirl slip [ωRsh − W¯0] as shown in Fig. 11 (b).
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gives a major improvement in the precision of the relationship between k and W0.
The influence of seal clearance Cr on W¯1C is minor compared with that of the
swirl ”slip”. The impact exponent of the clearance on W¯1C is 0.288, while that of
the swirl ”slip” is 1.0. Moreover, W¯1C is almost independent of the leakage (U¯0) (the
impact exponent of U¯0 on W¯1C is 0.02).
(2) Swirl Disturbance Sine Component, W¯1S
The sine component of the swirl disturbance W¯1S depends, in descending order
of importance, upon Cr, U¯0, UCL, UCH, Rsh and Ω. It was also found that W¯1S
is almost independent of inlet swirl velocity W¯0, which has an impact exponent of
-0.0626 on W¯1S.
The streamwise velocity U¯0 at the seal inlet has a considerable effect on W¯1S,
with an impact exponent of 0.847, as exhibited in Fig. 12. W¯1S increases nearly
linearly as U¯0 increases.
The seal clearance is found to have an essentially linear relation with W¯1S with an
impact exponent of 0.959. Increasing Cr while keeping the axial velocity U¯0 constant
at the seal inlet will linearly increase W¯1S.
The influence of upstream chamber size/shape on W¯1S is illustrated in Fig. 13
which was obtained by varying UCL, UCH and Cr respectively. The effect of each
quantity on W¯1S was evaluated separately. For large axial-inlet upstream chambers, a
longer (large UCL) and taller (large UCH ) chamber will result in a smaller W¯1S. The
impact exponents of UCL and UCH were found to be -0.884 and -0.667, respectively.
The relationship of the sine swirl disturbance (W¯1S/U¯0) with dimensionless upstream
chamber size in Fig 13 has two parts. The left-hand part represents large axial-inlet
upstream chambers, while the right-hand part represents small axial-inlet chambers
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and radial-injection chambers. The dividing point was determined to be,
(
UCL
Cr
)(
UCH
Cr
)
= 400 (4.1)
The abscissa in Fig. 13 has already taken into account the impact exponents of UCL
and UCH so that (W¯1S/U¯0) exhibits a linear relation. For small axial-inlet upstream
chambers, the slope of the W¯1S curve is somewhat flat, indicating a minor impact of
chamber size on W¯1S. Further, the shaft radius also plays a substantial role on W¯1S,
with an impact exponent of 0.731.
W¯1S at the seal inlet has a significant effect on P¯1C along the rotor surface, whose
integration gives the radial force exerted on the rotor surface. Therefore it is deduced
that the upstream chamber size/shape has a considerable effect on the radial force
via the considerable effect on W¯1S.
Since W¯1S shows a significant dependence on U¯0 and only minor dependence on
W¯0, it is suggested that the direct stiffness K has a close relationship with seal leakage
while having essentially no relationship with the inlet swirl velocity.
Upstream chamber size/shape was also found to have certain effects on other
flow disturbance variables, and the effect can not be expressed by one single relation.
Accordingly, two groups of correlations were developed in the present study with one
for large axial-inlet chambers and the other for small axial-inlet as well as radial-
injection up-chambers.
(3) Axial Velocity Disturbance Cosine Component, U¯1C
U¯1C at the seal inlet has a steep radial profile with a positive value near the tooth
tip and a negative value near the rotor surface. Its effect on the force coefficients is
summarized in Section IV.B.2. The seal inlet U¯1C is determined, in descending order
of importance, by U¯0, W¯0, Cr and Ω. Figure 14 shows the effect of U¯0 on the U1C
radial profile and a linear relationship exists between them.
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Fig. 14. Effect of seal inlet streamwise velocity on disturbance axial velocity (cosine).
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(4) Axial Velocity Disturbance Sine Component, U¯1S
U¯1S at the seal inlet is affected, in the order of importance, by (ωRsh− W¯0), Cr,
and U¯0. It is interesting to note that it is the swirl slip combination that has a large
and consistent effect on U¯1S, rather than ω, Rsh and W¯0.
(5) Pressure Disturbance Cosine Component, P¯1C
The radial force exerted by the fluid on the rotor is obtained by integration
of the pressure disturbance along the rotor surface, as shown in Eq. (3.22). Any
configuration and operation condition quantities affecting the pressure disturbance
will affect the radial force accordingly. P¯1C at the seal inlet is controlled, in descending
order of importance, by U¯0, W¯0, P¯0, Cr, and Ω.
(6) Pressure Disturbance Sine Component, P¯1S
P¯1S at the seal inlet is affected, in the order of importance, by (ωRsh - W¯0), U¯0,
P¯0, and Ω. Also the seal inlet P¯1S was found to have an almost linear relationship
with the seal inlet W¯1C .
4. Summary
1. From the parametric study it was learned that the cross-coupled stiffness is
influenced, in descending order of importance, by seal-inlet quantities W1C ,
U1S, P1S and W1S. In contrast to the historical assumption of W1C = 0, the
magnitude of W1C was found to be larger than that of U1S, and it is no less
than that of the streamwise velocity disturbance U1C .
2. The swirl ”slip” velocity (ωRsh - W¯0) was found to have a precisely correlated
relationship with the bulk-average swirl velocity disturbance cosine component
W¯1C , which exerts a surprisingly large effect on the cross-coupled stiffness k.
In addition, it was found that the swirl ”slip” is the predominant influencing
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factor on axial velocity and pressure disturbance U1C and P1S.
3. The cosine component of swirl velocity disturbance W1C is almost independent
of the leakage flow rate. Likewise, the sine component W1S shows nearly no
dependence on the seal inlet swirl velocity.
4. The upstream chamber size and shape were found to have a substantial in-
fluence on the seal-inlet swirl disturbance velocity W1S; this quantity plays a
preeminent role in determining the direct stiffness K. The effect of upstream
chamber size and shape on W1S dramatically changes at the dividing point of
about (UCL/Cr)(UCH /Cr) = 400.
C. Correlation Development
As mentioned above, the influence of each quantity on each seal-inlet disturbance
variable differs. Accordingly, correlations for the seal-inlet boundary conditions were
carefully devised in order for the influence of each quantity to be reflected as accu-
rately as possible. The procedure and methodology used to formulate the seal inlet
correlations are discussed below using, as examples, the correlation development of
W1C andW1S for large axial-inlet upstream chambers. A similar method was adopted
for correlation development of the disturbance variables for the other seal-inlet geom-
etry category, i.e. small axial-inlet as well as radial-injection upstream chambers.
The two newly developed groups of correlations are presented. Guidelines explaining
how to apply these correlations and the application range of each are also discussed.
1. Correlation Development for W1C (Large Axial-Inlet Upstream Chambers)
It was learned from the extensive parametric studies of large upstream chambers
that W¯1C is influenced, in descending order of importance, by (ωRsh - W¯0), Cr, P¯0,
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UCL, UCH, and Ω. Each of these parameters should appear in dimensionless form
in the W1C correlation, and the impact power, i.e. the exponent giving minimum
scatter in curve fitting, of each should be preserved. However, the impact power
of some parameters has to be compromised in order to obtain a reasonably simple
correlation. The four steps used to develop the W¯1C correlation using these parameters
are as follows:
a. W¯1C and the Swirl ”Slip” (ωRsh - W¯0)
Figure 10 exhibits a linear relation between W¯1C and the swirl ”slip” (ωRsh - W¯0) that
gives a greatly minimized scatter of W¯1C . Any change in the swirl ”slip”, whether
it is from the spin speed, shaft radius or swirl velocity, will cause a rather precise
linear variation of W¯1C . It is clear that the W¯1C correlation should benefit from the
improved precision and that the swirl slip (ωRsh - W¯0) should be employed rather
than W¯0 and ωRsh individually.
b. W¯1C and Cr, UCL and UCH
It was found that W¯1C is directly proportional to Cr while being inversely proportional
UCL and UCH. Thus, it was deemed necessary to combine these geometric quantities
as shown in Fig. 15 where the exponents were found by a trial-and-error procedure
to give maximum precision.
c. W¯1C and Whirl-To-Spin Ratio (Ω/ω)
Upon combining the results of steps a and b, the bulk W¯1C was non-dimensionalized
as,
W¯1C(
ωRsh − W¯0
) (
UCL
Cr
)
−0.13 (
UCH
Cr
)
−0.15 (4.2)
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Then the effect of the whirl-to-spin ratio was incorporated by curve-fitting as shown
in Fig. 16 as,
W¯1C(
ωRsh − W¯0
) (
UCL
Cr
)
−0.13 (
UCH
Cr
)
−0.15 = 1.55
(
Ω
ω
)
+ 3.19 (4.3)
Finally, by rearranging Eq. (4.3), the correlation for bulk flow models can be written
as Eq. (4.4); it is also listed in the table on p. 57.
W¯1C(
ωRsh − W¯0
) = (UCL
Cr
)
−0.13(
UCH
Cr
)
−0.15 [
1.55
(
Ω
ω
)
+ 3.19
]
(4.4)
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d. W1C Profile Correlation
A highly non-uniform W1C radial profile was found across the clearance of the first
tooth from the CFD perturbation solutions. Thus, for CFD models and CFD per-
turbation models, a correlation for this seal-inlet W1C radial profile is more desirable
than one for bulk W¯1C . Figure 17 displays theW1C profile distribution for one typical
operating condition (P0 = 50 bar; M = 0.2,; Win = 30m/s; Cr = 0.254mm; Rsh
=76.2mm). The ordinate quantity is the dimensionless distance from the rotor sur-
face, and the abscissa quantity is the W1C radial profile non-dimensionalized by its
bulk average value. The resulting curve fit of the CFD-perturbation solution within
the clearance of the first tooth gives:
W1C (y)
W¯1C
= −0.706 · Ln
(
y
Cr
)
+ 0.169 (4.5)
Applying Eq. (4.5) to Eq. (4.4), the complete expression for the W1C profile corre-
lation for CFD models and CFD-perturbation models was obtained, as shown in the
table on page 57, as,
W1C (y/Cr)(
ωRsh − W¯0
) =(UCL
Cr
)
−0.13(
UCH
Cr
)
−0.15 [
1.55
(
Ω
ω
)
+ 3.19
]
{
−0.706 · Ln
(
y
Cr
)
+ 0.169
}
(4.6)
2. Correlation Development for W¯1S (Large Axial-Inlet Upstream Chambers)
As discussed earlier, W¯1S is influenced, in the order of importance, by Cr, U¯0, UCL,
UCH, Rsh and Ω. Here U¯0 is used to non-dimensionalize W¯1S.
For large upstream chambers, UCL and UCH have negative impact exponents
of -0.884 and -0.667 respectively while Cr and Rsh have positive impact exponents of
0.959 and 0.730, respectively. These four quantities were incorporated to formulate
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the dimensionless variable. A trial combination of these four parameters is:
(
UCL
Cr
)
−0.884(
UCH
Cr
)
−0.667(
Rsh
Cr
)0.67
(4.7)
Figure 18 displays the dimensionless W1S* (defined in Eq. 4.5) variation with
the whirl-to-spin ratio (Ω/ω), with W1S* already incorporating the effect of both U¯0
and the configuration (i.e. Cr, UCL, UCH, and Rsh).
W ∗1S =
[
−1.641
(
Ω
ω
)
+ 3.415
]
(4.8)
where
W ∗1S =
W 1S
U0
(
UCL
Cr
)
−0.884 (
UCH
Cr
)
−0.667 (
Rsh
Cr
)0.67 (4.9)
Rearranging Eq. 4.5, the expression for the W¯1S correlation is given by Eq. 4.6. It is
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also listed in Table IV.
W 1S
U0
=
(
UCL
Cr
)
−0.884(
UCH
Cr
)
−0.667(
Rsh
Cr
)0.67 [
−1.641
(
Ω
ω
)
+ 3.415
]
(4.10)
3. Correlation Development for Other Disturbance Variables
Similar procedures were used to obtain the correlations for U¯1C , U¯1S, P¯1C and P¯1S for
large upstream chambers as shown in Figs. 19 and 20. No correlation is necessary
for ρ¯1C and ρ¯1S once correlations for P¯1C and P¯1S are obtained, because ρ¯1C and ρ¯1S
can be easily evaluated from ρ¯1C = P¯1C/RT , and ρ¯1S = P¯1S/RT . The disturbance
correlations at the seal inlet shown in Table IV are valid for large axial-inlet up-
chambers as shown in Fig. 2(a) with (UCL/Cr)(UCH/Cr) ≥ 400. For the small
axial-inlet upstream chambers, as well as the radial injection chambers, shown in Fig.
2(b) with (UCL/Cr)(UCH/Cr) < 400, the same procedures gave the seal inlet flow
disturbance boundary condition correlations listed in Table V.
4. Guidelines for Applying Correlations
The correlations are applicable for both bulk flow models and CFD models according
to the following:
1. For bulk flow models, use the correlations for the bulk-averaged disturbance
variables listed in Tables IV and V with the bulk option for W1C .
2. For CFD-perturbation models, use the correlations for the bulk-averaged dis-
turbance variables listed in Tables IV and V with the profile option for W1C .
3. For full 3-D CFD models, use Eq. (3.10) along with the correlations for the
bulk-averaged disturbance variables listed in Tables IV and V with the profile
option for W1C .
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Table IV. Seal Inlet Flow Disturbance Boundary Conditions for Large Axial Inlet Up-
-Chambers
W¯1C W¯1C(
ωRsh − W¯0
) = (UCL
Cr
)
−0.13(UCH
Cr
)
−0.15 [
1.55
(
Ω
ω
)
+ 3.19
]
(bulk)
W1C(y/Cr) W1C (y/Cr)(
ωRsh − W¯0
) = (UCL
Cr
)
−0.13(UCH
Cr
)
−0.15 [
1.55
(
Ω
ω
)
+ 3.19
]
(profile)
{
−0.706 · Ln
(
y
Cr
)
+ 0.169
}
W¯1S
W¯1S
U¯0
=
(
UCL
Cr
)
−0.884(UCH
Cr
)
−0.667(Rsh
Cr
)0.67 [
−1.641
(
Ω
ω
)
+ 3.42
]
U¯1C
U¯1C√
U¯20 + W¯
2
0
= −1.69CrΩ
W¯0
+ 0.125
U¯1S
U¯1S
U¯0
= 0.0541
(
ωRsh − W¯0
U¯0
)3
− 0.0737
(
ωRsh − W¯0
U¯0
)2
+0.0421
(
ωRsh − W¯0
U¯0
)
− 0.0706
P¯1C
P¯1C
ρ¯0
(
U¯20 + W¯
2
0
) = 23.6CrΩ
U¯0
− 0.0959
W¯1S
P¯1S
ρ¯0U¯20
= 0.547
(
Ω
ω
)(
ωRsh − W¯0
U¯0
)
− 0.0204
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Table V. Seal Inlet Flow Disturbance Boundary Conditions for Small Axial Inlet Up-
-Chambers and Radial-Injection Up-Chambers
W¯1C W¯1C
U¯0
= 2.07
(
ωRsh − W¯0
U¯0
)
+ 0.511
(bulk)
W1C(y/Cr) W1C (y/Cr)
U¯0
=
[
2.07
(
ωRsh − W¯0
U¯0
)
+ 0.511
]{
0.563
(
y
Cr
)
−0.396
}
(profile)
W¯1S
W¯1S
U¯0
=
(
UCL
Cr
)0.1(UCH
Cr
)0.1(Rsh
Cr
)0.26 [
−1.43
(
Ω
ω
)
+ 1.53
]
U¯1C
U¯1C√
U¯20 + W¯
2
0
= −83.2 Crω√
U¯20 + W¯
2
0
− 0.0819
U¯1S
U¯1S√
U¯20 + W¯
2
0
= −24.0 CrΩ√
U¯20 + W¯
2
0
− 0.0283
P¯1C
P¯1C
ρ¯0U¯20
= −5.78 CrΩ√
U¯20 + W¯
2
0
+ 0.233
W¯1S
P¯1S
ρ¯0
(
U¯20 + W¯
2
0
) = 0.469
√
ωRsh
(
3.5
Cr
ωRsh − W¯0
)
(√
U¯20 + W¯
2
0
)1.5 + 0.022
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Recall that, even for choked flow gas seals, the up-chamber and even the seal
inlet Mach number are less than 0.3. Thus, for gas as well as liquid seals the up-
chamber and clearance of the first tooth exhibit what is essentially a uniform density.
Therefore, the correlations are applicable for liquid as well as gas seals. Further,
the correlations are applicable over an extremely wide range encompassing 0.10mm
< Cr < 0.50mm and 0.125 ≤ |
(
ωRsh − W¯0
)
/W¯0| ≤ 3.45. The maximum swirl ”slip”
ratio among the computed cases that were correlated is 3.45, in which case the inlet
swirl is -100 m/s and spin speed is 15,000 rpm. The inlet swirl velocity spans from
-100 m/s to 250 m/s, which covers most seals of practical usage.
D. Summary
Thorough parametric studies from about 240 CFD-perturbation solutions were per-
formed to better understand the seal-inlet rotordynamics. Specifically, these studies
provided an improved understanding of how the seal-inlet disturbance quantities are
influenced by seal configuration and operating conditions. Also, seal-inlet boundary
condition correlations for the flow disturbance quantities were carefully developed
based on new findings from the parametric studies. The parametric studies covered
an extremely wide range so that the correlations would have a maximized range of
applicability. Specific findings include:
1. Based on new findings from a careful parametric study, a complete set of cor-
relations giving all of the seal inlet flow disturbance boundary conditions was
developed. Especially the W1C and W1S correlations should be used to replace
the historical guess that seal inlet W1C = 0 and W1C = 0. These new dis-
turbance boundary conditions are applicable over an extremely wide range for
seals with, for example, 0.1mm < Cr < 0.5mm, -100m/s < W0 < 250m/s and
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3,000 rpm < ω < 20,000 rpm. Because even choked flow gas seals exhibit an
essentially uniform density (Mach number < 0.3) in the upstream chamber and
seal inlet, the disturbance boundary conditions are applicable to gas as well as
liquid seals.
2. From the parametric study it was learned that the cross-coupled stiffness is
influenced, in descending order of importance, by seal-inlet W1C , U1S, P1S and
W1S. In contrast to the historical assumption of seal-inlet W1C = 0, the mag-
nitude of W1C is larger than that of U1S, and it is similar to that of U1C .
3. The seal-inlet swirl ”slip” velocity (ωRsh−W¯0) was found to have an extremely
precise relationship with the cross-coupled stiffness as well as the seal-inlet bulk-
average swirl velocity disturbance cosine component W¯1C . Thus, the number of
experiments or computer runs needed to determine the effect of spin speed, shaft
radius and inlet swirl velocity on the cross-coupled stiffness is greatly reduced
by plotting the simplified relationship of the cross-coupled stiffness against the
inlet swirl slip velocity (ωRsh − W¯0). For example, seal rotordynamics test rig
data at almost any shaft spin speed can be interpreted over a fairly wide range
of spin speed, shaft radius and/or inlet swirl. In addition, it was found that the
swirl ”slip” is the predominant influencing factor on U1S and P1S.
4. The effect of upstream chamber size and shape on seal-inlet W1S changes when
(UCL/Cr)(UCH/Cr) = 400. It was also found that seal-inlet W1S plays a
significant role in determining the direct stiffness K.
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CHAPTER V
CORRELATION ASSESSMENT
A. Introduction
The benefits of using the new seal-inlet boundary condition correlations were assessed
by implementing them into a CFD-perturbation model. Two widely different test
cases were employed. Case 1 is a test of the correlations for large upstream chambers
using a simple liquid smooth-plain seal. Case 2 is a test for small, as well as radial
injection, upstream chambers using a complicated gas labyrinth seal. Previous seal
rotordynamic models, all of which assume W1C = W1S = 0, were also tested for the
purpose of comparison.
B. Case 1: Long Liquid Smooth-Plain Seal
This is a test case for a simple liquid seal wherein the correlations for a large axial-
inlet upstream chamber are appropriate. Specifically, Kanemori and Iwatsubo [53]
measured the rotordynamic forces in a smooth-plain seal of L/D = 3 with a clearance
and length of 0.394 mm and 240 mm, respectively. Water was used as the operating
fluid. The seal pressure drops were 990 kPa and 500 kPa while the axial Re (=
2ρUCr/µ) were 9,300 and 16,300. The swirl velocity of the fluid entering the seal was
measured using a pitot-tube installed in the upstream chamber.
1. CFD Considerations
The test rig upstream chamber dimensions were used for the CFD upstream chamber,
with UCL/Cr = 150 and UCH/Cr = 15. Pressures at the domain inlet and exit
are specified. On the rotor and stator walls, no-slip, adiabatic and smooth surface
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conditions were specified via standard wall-functions. At the domain exit the axial
gradient of the velocity components and turbulence quantities were assumed zero.
The computational cells were carefully designed in the near wall region so that the
y+ value of the first cell near the rotor varied between 15 and 55 from the inlet to the
exit of the seal.
2. Grid Independence Testing
Grid independence testing was performed with a pressure drop of 490 kPa, a spin
speed ω of 4680 rpm, and a swirl velocity ratio (Win/ωRsh) of 0.67. Three grids were
utilized whose cells inside the clearance have the dimension of 0.0381 mm × 0.0381
mm (coarse grid), 0.0254 mm × 0.0254 mm (production grid) and 0.0191 mm ×
0.0191 mm (fine grid), respectively. The variation of the computed force coefficients
from these three grids is very small. The coarse grid gave solutions with less than 2.2
percent discrepancy from the production grid and the production grid gave solutions
with less than 1.5 percent discrepancy from the fine grid.
3. Results and Comparison with Measurement
The swirl ”slip” ratio (ωRsh−W¯0)/U¯0 ranges from 0.5 to 0.9 in this investigation which
is easily within the range 0.125∼3.45 over which the correlation is valid. Several new
correlation versions (W1C-profile, W1C-bulk and the W1C = W1S = 0 versions) were
tested to evaluate their performance for a liquid annular seal. The W1C = W1S =
0 version was included to show the benefit of having reasonable values for W1C and
W1S, as all previous seal rotordynamic models (i.e. bulk-flow, CFD-perturbation and
full 3-D CFD) were forced to assume that the swirl disturbance is zero. For simplicity,
this correlation version will be referred to as ”W1C = W1S = 0”. The correlations
listed in Table IV corresponding to large axial-inlet up-chambers were used in the
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present study because the configuration criterion (UCL/Cr)(UCH/Cr) is larger than
400 for the inlet upstream chambers.
Figure 21 shows the comparison with the measurements for the three whirl fre-
quencies with a pressure drop of 990 rpm and an inlet swirl ratio (Win/ωRsh) of 0.5.
The new correlation versions with W1C-profile and with W1C-bulk gave almost the
same prediction for the tangential impedance Ft/e; see Fig. 21 (a). Furthermore,
both of them gave close agreement with measurements. The correlation version with
W1C = W1S = 0 yielded considerably worse agreement with measurements than did
the W1C-profile and the W1S-bulk versions because of the dependence of the tangen-
tial force on the seal-inlet swirl disturbanceW1C . The predicted Ft/e values generally
differ from measurements by 40% at these conditions.
Comparison of radial impedance Fr/e between measurements and predictions
from the same three correlation versions are shown in Fig. 21 (b). The W1C-profile
and W1C-bulk versions gave almost identical radial impedance values as was found
for the tangential impedance. Here predictions from both the W1C-profile and W1C-
bulk versions are in reasonable agreement with the measurements. The agreement is
particularly good when (Ω/ω) = 0.5, which is within the operating range where this
type of rotordynamic instability typically occurs.
For the lower pressure drop of 500 kPa and the higher swirl velocity ratio of 0.69,
tangential impedance Ft/e was over-predicted somewhat by both theW1C-profile and
W1C-bulk versions. See Fig. 22 (a). Once again, the W1C = W1S = 0 version gave a
substantially worse prediction than did the W1C-profile and W1C-bulk versions.
TheW1C-profile andW1C-bulk predictions for Fr/e in Fig. 22 (b) are in very close
agreement with measurements, especially near the important frequency of (Ω/ω) =
0.5. The version withW1C =W1S = 0 again gives more error for most of the operating
range considered.
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Fig. 21. Comparison with measurements (Kanemori and Iwatsubo, 1994) of predic-
tions using various seal-inlet, flow-disturbance boundary conditions: ∆P =
990 kPa, ω = 900 rpm and W0/ωRsh = 0.50.
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Fig. 22. Comparison with measurements (Kanemori and Iwatsubo, 1994) of predic-
tions using various seal-inlet, flow-disturbance boundary conditions: ∆P =
500 kPa, ω = 600 rpm and W0/ωRsh = 0.69.
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C. Case 2: Gas Labyrinth Seal
This is a test case for a rather complicated gas labyrinth seal that employs the cor-
relations for the small axial-inlet, as well as the radial injection, upstream chamber.
Soto and Childs [54] published the experimental results of this case, which are for a
gas labyrinth seal with shunt injection. Recall that shunt injection is a very effective
technique for improving seal stability. For some high-pressure compressors, shunt in-
jection has become a fairly standard modification. The results confirmed that shunt
injection at an angle against rotation has a large stabilizing effect and drastically re-
duces the cross-coupled stiffness coefficient. Even negative values of the cross-coupled
stiffness coefficient were measured.
The gas labyrinth seal has very complicated flow patterns due to the presence
of multiple cavities, tight clearances, and high shaft speeds. In addition, the present
cases have high inlet swirl, high exit Mach number due to increased leakage and
complex flow patterns in the injection chamber that make it a highly challenging test
case to compute the rotordynamic forces.
1. CFD Considerations
The schematic diagram of the investigated balance piston seal with shunt injection
is shown in Fig. 23. It is very long with originally 20 teeth on the stator wall. The
fourth tooth from the high-pressure end was removed, and sixteen injection holes were
machined through the cavity base for the cases considered here. High pressure air
is injected through the holes against shaft rotation at a 30o angle from the tangent.
In the present CFD model, the sixteen injection holes were approximated by one
circumferentially continuous injection slot with same flow area and same injection
angle.
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Pinj = 13.77 bar
High 
Pressure 
End
Low 
Pressure 
EndSTATOR
ROTORPH PL
Injection Pressure Ratio (IPR) = PH / Pinj
Pressure Ratio (PR) = PL / PH
Fig. 23. Injection labyrinth seal configuration (not to scale); Tooth clearance = 0.22
mm (0.00866 in); tooth height =3.175 mm (0.125 in); Tooth pitch =3.175 mm
(0.125 in); seal length (L) = 63.5 mm (2.5 in); Shaft radius (Rsh) = 64.69 mm
(2.547 in).
In order to assess the new seal-inlet boundary conditions, the injection seal was
approximated as having three distinct portions wherein each was computed separately.
Two of these three portions were: the right-hand-side (18 teeth) and the left-hand-
side (3 teeth) of the injection chamber, respectively, with the first tooth on each
side treated as a seal-inlet. The third portion was the injection chamber having the
circumferential injection slot as the inlet. The tangential and radial rotordynamic
force components were computed for each portion separately, and their vector sum
gave the values for the force coefficients.
The primary operating parameters that determine the flow pattern, other than
the inlet swirl, are the pressure ratio (PR = PL/PH), the injection pressure ratio
(IPR = PH/Pinj) and the rotor spin speed. In this investigation, Pinj was fixed at
13.77 bar and the pressure at both ends was varied according to the considered pres-
sure ratios. Two different shaft speeds (ω = 4680 and 8640 rpm) were investigated.
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2. Grid Independence Testing
Grid independence tests have been conducted with pressure ratio PR = 0.45, injection
pressure ratio IPR = 0.85 and shaft spin speed ω = 4680 rpm. Three grids were
utilized having cells inside the clearance with dimensions of 0.0381 mm × 0.0381 mm
(coarse grid), 0.0254 mm × 0.0254 mm (production grid) and 0.0191 mm × 0.0191
mm (fine grid) respectively. The computed leakage and rotordynamic coefficients
from the coarse grid deviate from those of the fine grid by less than 8.0 percent, while
the deviation between the production grid and the fine grid falls within 3.3 percent.
3. Results and Comparison with Measurement
Comparisons of predicted and measured leakages are given in Fig. 24. The operating
conditions of the test cases include two shaft speeds (4680 and 8640 rpm), three
injection pressure ratios (IPR = PH/Pinj =0.85, 0.90 and 0.95) and three pressure
ratios (PR = PL/PH = 0.3, 0.45, and 0.65). The predicted leakages show excellent
agreement with the measurements with about 2.0 percent over-prediction on average,
considering the entire set of test cases involved. Thus, the error in the rotordynamic
coefficients originating from the concentric-rotor, i.e. zeroth-order, solution appears
to be small.
Similar to the liquid seals discussed above, the same three versions of seal-inlet
flow disturbance boundary condition correlations were considered. They are theW1C-
profile, the W1C-bulk, and the W1C = W1S = 0 versions. As mentioned earlier, the
W1C =W1S = 0 version was included to show the benefit of using reasonable values of
W1C andW1S. Because the Case 2 configuration has a radial injection up-chamber for
both the left-hand-side and right-hand -side partial domains, the basic correlations of
the Table V were used here. Three whirl-spin ratios (whirl/spin = 0.0, 0.1 and 0.15)
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Fig. 24. Comparison of predicted and measured (Soto, 1999) leakage with various shaft
spin speeds, injection pressure ratios (IPR) and pressure ratios (PR).
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were computed and curve-fitted to the usual quadratic linearized force equations to
obtain the rotordynamic force coefficients. The predictions were compared with the
measurements of [54] in Figs. 25 to 28.
a. Cross-Coupled Stiffness, k
Figure 25 shows the comparison of predicted and measured cross-coupled stiffness
k with a pressure ratio PR of 0.65, two spin speeds of 4680 and 8640 rpm, and
three injection pressure ratios varying from 0.85 to 0.95. The predicted cross-coupled
stiffness coefficients from W1C-profile and from W1C-bulk show good agreement with
measurements at the low spin speed; the benefit of having a reasonable seal-inletW1C
and W1S is seen by the substantially larger error for the W1C = W1S = 0 version.
At the higher spin speed the W1C-profile correlation again gives good agreement with
measurements while theW1C-bulk version under-predicts the measurements. Overall,
the cross-coupled stiffness is predicted within about 14 percent of the measurements.
b. Direct Damping Coefficient, C
The comparison of the predicted and measured direct damping coefficient is shown in
Fig. 26. TheW1C-profile and theW1C-bulk versions give almost the same predictions
at both spin speeds. At the lower spin speed these two versions predict the measure-
ment within about 20 percent, while at the higher speed they predict it within about
30 percent.
c. Effective Damping Coefficient, Ceff
The effective damping, Ceff , is the net damping force divided by the whirl velocity.
Sub-synchronous vibration with Ω equal to 0.5ω was assumed in evaluating Ceff .
When positive, the net damping force acts in the direction opposite to the rotor
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Fig. 25. Comparison with measurements (Soto, 1999) of predicted cross-coupled
stiffness k using various seal-inlet, flow-disturbance boundary conditions;
PR=0.65.
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Fig. 26. Comparison with measurements (Soto, 1999) of predicted direct damping
coefficient C using various seal-inlet, flow-disturbance boundary conditions;
PR=0.65.
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whirl and is therefore the net stabilizing force. In Fig. 27, one finds that at the low
spin speed, both W1C-profile and W1C-bulk versions give excellent agreement (within
about 6 percent) with the measurements, whereas the W1C = W1S = 0 version gives
substantial error. At the higher spin speed of 8640 rpm, the W1C-profile version
continues to give good agreement with measurement, while the W1C-bulk version
begins to significantly over-predict Ceff with a deviation of about 12 percent on
average. Because Ceff is likely the best overall indication of seal stability, the W1C-
profile version is recommended over the W1C-bulk version for the CFD models due to
its superior overall performance. The W1C-bulk version is recommended for the bulk-
flow models because the W1C-profile version cannot be utilized due to the modelling
requirements.
d. Direct Stiffness, K
The direct stiffness coefficient represents the radial impedance force exerted on the
rotor by the fluids, and a large magnitude of K indicates that instability-induced
motion with large displacement is unlikely.
Figure 28 illustrates the predicted and measured direct stiffness using the various
versions of the seal-inlet flow disturbance boundary conditions. All the predictions
generally agree well with the measurements, i.e. within about 20 percent. From
Eq.3.22, observe that the direct stiffness is obtained by integrating the cosine com-
ponent of pressure disturbance (P1C) along the rotor surface. As discussed in Section
IV.B.3 (parametric study), it was found that P1C is influenced primarily by W1S,
which is proportional to the leakage or U0. Observe that increasing the injection
pressure ratio (IPR = PH/Pinj) reduces the flow rate (Pinj was constant in the
present study) as depicted in Fig. 24. This flow reduction reduces the magnitude of
W1S, which in turn decreases the magnitude of P1C and thus the radial impedance.
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Fig. 28. Comparison with measurements (Soto, 1999) of predicted direct stiffness K
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The W1C-profile and W1C-bulk correlation don’t show any evidence as to which
one is better in predicting the direct stiffness coefficients. This is not surprising due
to the fact that the direct stiffness is only slightly influenced byW1C , as noted earlier.
D. Summary
The benefits of using these boundary condition correlations were assessed using two
very different seal test cases that have very different operating conditions. Case 1 is
a test of the correlations for large axial-inlet upstream chambers employing a simple
seal of smooth-plane configuration, and Case 2 is a test of the correlations for small
axial-inlet, as well as radial injection, upstream chambers employing a complicated
gas labyrinth seal. It was found that,
1. Considering how challenging the gas labyrinth test case is, the solutions using
the new correlations with either the W1C-profile option or the W1C-bulk option
agree well with the measurements.
2. For the liquid and the gas seals considered, improved agreement with mea-
surements was generally obtained for the options with non-zero W1C and W1S
compared to the option with W1C =W1S = 0.
3. The correlation set with the W1C-profile option gave almost the identical pre-
diction as that with the W1C-bulk option for the liquid annular seal.
4. For the gas labyrinth seal, the correlation set with the W1C-profile option gave
a better prediction of Ceff and k than that with the W1C-bulk option. For
CFD-perturbation models and full 3-D CFD models, the W1C-profile option is
recommended. The W1C-bulk option is appropriate for bulk models because
they do not allow the radial distribution of any quantity.
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5. One of the new findings from the 240 CFD-perturbation solutions constituting
the parametric study is that the K is only slightly affected by W1C . Thus it
was not surprising that the W1C = W1S = 0 option gives good predictions for
K.
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CHAPTER VI
INFLUENCE OF TEETH DAMAGE ON ROTORDYNAMIC INSTABILITY
This chapter investigates the influence of labyrinth seal teeth damage due to rotor
impacting on the performance and the rotordynamic characteristics of impeller eye
seals in centrifugal compressors. A well-established CFD-perturbation model was
employed to predict the seal rotordynamic coefficients. The inclusion in the CFD
domain of at least an approximate shroud leakage path chamber is preferred for an
accurate prediction of seal-inlet swirl velocity and flow-induced rotordynamic forces.
Specifically, impeller eye seals with teeth damage were explored to determine: (a)
their leakage increases due to the increased seal clearance and (b) their seal-inlet
swirl velocity as well as larger rotordynamic forces, which tend to cause the system
to become unstable. The effect of distorted teeth tip geometries on leakage and
rotordynamic coefficients for a given seal radial clearance was also explored. The
leakage path influence on seal-inlet swirl velocity W0 and the effect of W0 on the
rotordynamic forces were also explored to thoroughly understand the rotordynamic
characteristics of the eye seal subject to various degrees of teeth damage.
A. Introduction
Seal teeth damage in rotating machinery is a serious concern and could happen
throughout the service life due to seal rubbing, erosion, or fatigue. Damage from
rotor impacting and/or intense rubbing is the most frequently encountered type of
damage, and it occurs when the rotor vibration amplitude exceeds the seal clear-
ance. Labyrinth seals with teeth damage can change the machine rotordynamics,
leading to a decreased level of efficiency, an increased rotor runout, and sometimes,
a catastrophic failure of the machine. In addition, seal teeth damage accelerates the
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effects of both erosion and fatigue by wearing away protective coatings or distorting
cooling passages that include the teeth tips.
Because of its destructive characteristics, extensive research efforts have been
undertaken since the early work of Newkirk on rubbing damage in 1926: (a) to bet-
ter describe the damage mechanisms and (b) to determine more reliable designs of
rotating machinery. Most studies in rubbing damage have focused on the mechanical
depiction of contact and rub generated vibration. As pioneers of rubbing research,
Black [55] explained the rubbing physics when a rotor contacts a stator and Erich
[56] proposed a model to predict the response of rotor and stator numerically. A
well-cited literature survey on rubbing can be found in Muszynska [57] in which sev-
eral physical phenomena were described during rotor/stator rubbing such as friction,
impact, torsional load, thermal effect, and rotordynamic variation.
Seal rotordynamic force variation, specifically the rotordynamics of impeller eye
labyrinth seals subject to rub damage, has received little attention. Sudden load
changes of a centrifugal compressor, for example, could generate severe rubs of the
labyrinth and cause the teeth tips to flatten out, which increases the radial clear-
ance and creates undesirable flow characteristics across the labyrinth. These factors
are detrimental to a compressor’s efficiency and rotordynamic stability. In addition,
higher differential pressure and hence larger thrust loading of the machine will arise
from an excessive gas leakage from the discharge end seal [9]. Furthermore, the pos-
sibility of rubbing damage due to force/thermal imbalances increases with reduced
seal clearance and increasing running speed. Therefore, an accurate prediction of
performance deterioration and rotordynamic force variation during off-design opera-
tional conditions is necessary to estimate the dynamic behavior and to avoid rotor
vibrations. [42] studied the seal clearance effects on spiral vibrations due to rubbing
and showed that an increased clearance could improve the system’s stability, in par-
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ticular with regard to unstable spiral vibrations. The influence of leakage path inlet
swirl on annular seal rotordynamics was experimentally investigated by [43] and [44]
with water as the working fluid. A destabilizing effect was found arising from in-
creasing inlet swirl for both normal and tangential forces. More recently, Wilcox and
O’Brien [9] presented an in-depth fault diagnosis of stability problems in a centrifugal
compressor and identified the rub-damaged buffer gas seals as the root cause for the
persistent and worsening rotor vibrations. The issue of rotordynamic force variation
of gas labyrinth seals with teeth damage, however, still remains untouched.
The objective of this portion of the overall investigation is to present a numerical
analysis on this issue, as well as to gain insight into the mechanism that promotes
the rotordynamic variations for different teeth damage conditions. The results should
provide useful information for impeller eye seal design or fault diagnosis of stability
problems in centrifugal compressors.
B. Numerical Method
The well-tested CFD-perturbation rotordynamics model described in Chapter III was
employed in this study. Firstly, the zeroth-order equations are solved for a seal ro-
tor in the centered position within the housing. Secondly, the disturbed variables
are obtained from the first-order equations to account for a very small rotor dis-
placement (i.e. perturbation). Thirdly, by integrating the pressure around the rotor
circumference within the seal the flow-induced forces on the rotor are obtained. Fur-
ther details can be found in Chapter III. The SIMPLEC algorithm was used in the
present study in combination with the QUICK differencing scheme for the convection
terms to minimize the numerical diffusion.
This CFD-perturbation model was validated by comparing with measurements of
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a liquid annular seal [53] and a gas labyrinth seal with shunt injection [54]. Excellent
agreement was obtained for rotordynamic coefficients in both the tangential and radial
directions.
1. CFD Considerations
Sealing in a typical compressor includes shaft seals, impeller eye seals, and balance
piston seals. The impeller eye labyrinth seals are of major rotordynamics concern due
to their diameter and the swirling leakage flow coming from the tip of the impeller.
Figure 29 shows the schematic diagram of a typical impeller eye seal with damaged
teeth. The layout of the leakage path chamber and labyrinth seal cavities are given
in Figs. 29 (a) and (b). The eye labyrinth seal consists of a small rotor surface and
a stator with 5 teeth on it. The ”mushroomed” teeth tips due to rubbing damage
are approximated by flat caps as illustrated in Fig. 29 (c). Various teeth damage
conditions and teeth tip shapes were investigated concerning their influence on the
eye seal’s leakage and stability. The geometrical details and operating conditions of
the considered rub-damaged seals are summarized in Table VI.
Air was used as the working fluid. The rotor running speed was 6,000 rpm.
Inlet swirl velocity and pressures upstream and downstream of the impeller eye seal
were specified as boundary conditions. The leakage path inlet swirl ratio, Γ (i.e. the
ratio of the leak path chamber inlet circumferential velocity to the impeller rotation
speed) was specified as 0.6, which is widely adopted in industrial applications. The
leakage path upstream pressure was 13.77 bar, with a pressure ratio (i.e. the ratio of
downstream pressure to upstream pressure) of 0.71. On the rotor and stator walls,
no-slip surface conditions were specified via standard wall-functions. The near wall
computational cells have y+ within the range from 15 to 90 on near-rotor surfaces
throughout the whole seal.
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Table VI. Dimensions of Damaged Eye Seal Teeth Tips
Case name Cr (mm) E (mm) G (mm) C2 (mm)
B1 0.254 0 0 N/A
B2 0.381 0.127 0.127 0.127
B3 0.508 0.254 0.254 0.127
B4 0.635 0.381 0.381 0.127
B5 0.762 0.508 0.508 0.127
D1 0.762 0 0 N/A
D2 0.762 0.254 0.254 0.254
D3 0.762 0 0.508 0.254
D4 0.762 0.508 0 0.254
D5 0.762 0.508 0.508 0.127
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2. Grid Independence Study
Grid independence testing was performed for a typical eye seal at two seal clearances,
i.e. Cr = 0.254 mm and 0.762 mm, respectively. Three grids were tested for each
clearance as shown in Table VII. Grid independence was achieved for leakage, seal-
inlet swirl and rotordynamic coefficients at 284 × 201 for Cr = 0.254 mm and 270
× 213 for Cr = 0.762 mm; the grids were used as the production grids. Very small
deviations were obtained with the maximum discrepancy of 4.43% from direct stiffness
coefficient (see Table VII).
C. Eye Seal Rotordynamics with Damaged Teeth
The magnified vector plots for the leakage path chamber and labyrinth seal cavities
are presented in Fig. 30. A long, radially extended recirculation zone is found inside
the leakage path chamber, with the downward main flow region near the stator and
the reversal flow region near the rotor. Numerical integration of the radial velocity
distribution across the leakage path shows that the mass flow ratio of the downward
flow to the reversal flow is approximately 3:1.
1. Rotordynamics Variation with Increasing Damage
Rotor impacting on the labyrinth teeth increases the seal radial clearance and distorts
the seal teeth-tips. Cases B1 to B5 in Table VI give the dimensions of the distorted
teeth tips subject to the assumed increasing damage considered in this study.
a. Leakage and Seal-Inlet Swirl
Figure 31 shows the predicted leakage rate and the seal-inlet swirl velocity at different
damage conditions for a rotor spin speed of 6,000 rpm, a leakage path inlet swirl ratio
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Table VII. Grid Independence Testing Results
Cr NI×NJ m (mc −mf )
mf
W0
(W0c −W0f )
W0f
k
(kc − kf )
kf
C
(Cc − Cf )
Cf
K
(Kc −Kf )
Kf
(mm) (kg/s) (%) (m/s) (%) (MN/m) (%) (KNs/m) (%) (MN/m) (%)
224×159 0.3145 −− 99.58 −− 4.346 −− 1.070 −− 1.419 −−
0.254 284×201 0.3138 0.23 99.46 0.12 4.368 -0.52 1.063 0.69 1.444 -1.72
375×262 0.3139 -0.04 99.29 0.17 4.370 -0.05 1.062 0.09 1.386 4.19
235×166 1.321 −− 142.73 −− 0.5821 −− 1.070 −− 0.4017 −−
0.762 270×213 1.316 0.34 141.19 1.09 0.5654 2.95 1.050 0.93 0.3847 4.43
394×271 1.313 0.28 140.94 0.18 0.5576 1.41 1.041 0.82 0.3794 1.34
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Fig. 30. Flow pattern for impeller eye seal with leak path channel.
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Fig. 31. Predicted leakage rate and seal-inlet swirl velocity at increasing teeth damage
for impeller eye seal with leak path chamber.
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of 0.6, and a pressure ratio of 0.71. It is found that the gas leakage rate increases
approximately linearly with the increasing seal clearance. From the present results,
a leakage increase of approximately 319.5% is expected for a damaged eye seal with
a clearance of 0.762 mm, as compared to the undamaged seal (i.e. Cr = 0.254 mm).
From Fig. 31, one can also find that the resultant seal-inlet swirl velocityW0 increases
with increasing leakage, but at a much lower rate than that of the leakage. Specifically,
W0 increases faster during the initial stage of teeth damage, i.e. 18.8% variation
from B1 to B2. Afterwards, the increase rate decreases, e.g. with only an increase
of 3.6% from B4 to B5. For a given seal with increasing teeth damage, the fact
that W0 increases in an asymptotic manner is attributed to the asymptotic behavior
of the ratio of near-wall friction torque to the change of angular momentum (i.e.
rFθ/
∫
rWρ~V · d ~A), which will be elaborated on in Section VI.E.
Usually the gas labyrinth seal clearance is quite tight by design to limit the
amount of gas leakage. Teeth damage to such seals is expected to allow excessive gas
leakages that could considerably deteriorate the compressors’ performance.
b. Rotordynamic Force Coefficients
Figures 32 and 33 show the predicted rotordynamic force coefficients k, C, Ceff , and
K of the eye seal at different damage conditions for the same conditions as in Fig.
31. The variation of cross-coupled stiffness k with different damage conditions is
somewhat unexpected. Instead of a decline with increasing seal clearance, k increases
monotonically in magnitude from B1 (i.e. Cr = 0.254 mm) to B3 (i.e. Cr = 0.508
mm), reaches a maximum around B3, and then steadily declines at a slower rate (see
Fig 32 (a)). The reverse trend was also observed for effective damping Ceff in Fig.
33 (a), which decreases rapidly from B1 to B2 and then recovers somewhat at a
reduced rate. Essentially, a dramatic decrease in Ceff occurs during the initial teeth
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Fig. 32. Predicted dynamic force coefficients at increasing teeth damage for impeller
eye seal with leak path chamber: (a) cross-coupled stiffness, k; (b) direct
damping, C.
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damage, i.e. about 200% from B1 to B2 (i.e. Cr = 0.381 mm). The effective damping
here has negative values, which represents a net destabilizing force. Values of Ceff
that are increasing negative produce larger destabilizing forces and could drive the
rotor-seal system unstable. Furthermore, rub-damaged seal teeth experience thermal
distortion, which could exacerbate the rub and cause further damage. Interestingly,
further damage didn’t worsen the system’s stability for Cr > 0.508 mm, but improved
it somewhat. In his work concerning clearance effects on spiral vibrations [42], Childs
showed that a widened clearance due to rubbing could help the system’s stability,
especially for unstable spiral vibrations. Childs’ results are generally in support of
the present results. The peaking behavior of both k and Ceff is actually resulting
from the competing effects of the increasingW0 due to the increased clearance and the
stabilizing effects from the enlarging seal clearance as the damage grows worse. The
stability deteriorates when the W0 destabilizing effect dominates and will improve
when the clearance effect dominates. Viewing Childs’ results as the case where the
clearance effect dominates, the results here are more inclusive when the impeller eye
seal is of concern. The stabilizing effects due to the enlarging clearance will be further
discussed in Section VI.D.
Fig. 32 (b) shows that the direct damping coefficient C remains almost un-
changed for the different damage conditions. The direct stiffness coefficient K was
found to increase continuously in an asymptotic way as the damage grows worse (see
Fig. 33 (b)).
2. Influence of Deformed Teeth-Tip Shapes
Distinct teeth tip shapes have been found at the damage location depending on the
wearing mechanism. Table VI gives dimensions of each deformed seal configuration
(D1 to D5 ) investigated in this study, all of which are of the same clearance (i.e. Cr
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= 0.762 mm). Figure 34 shows the influence of the teeth shapes on leakage and seal-
inlet swirl velocity. In general, a small difference in leakage and seal-inlet swirl was
found for different seal teeth configurations. The maximum variation of the leakage
rate is around 5.1% and that of the seal-inlet swirl velocity is only 2.3%, with shape
D1 giving both the minimum leakage and minimum W0, while shape D5 gives both
the maximum values, as illustrated in Fig. 34.
Figure 35 shows that shape D1 (see top of Fig. 35) produces the largest desta-
bilizing force, i.e. negative effective damping, among the five deformed shapes, while
shape D5 produces the least destabilizing force. The Ceff discrepancy between these
two shapes is about 15%. The maximum variation for the direct stiffness K is about
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17%. It is concluded that the deformed teeth shapes do have a certain influence on
the impeller eye seal rotordynamic forces, but it is not of significant consequence.
Comparing the magnitude of Ceff (evaluated from assuming Ω = 0.5ω) in Fig.
35 for the teeth tip shapes considered reveals that there is a slight variation of stability
among these damaged teeth tip shapes.
D. Isolated Eye Seal Rotordynamics
An analysis has been undertaken to gain insight into the seemingly erratic rotordy-
namic variations with teeth damage. Emphasis has been placed on the leakage path
influence on the seal-inlet swirl W0 and the rotordynamic variation of an isolated seal
(i.e. without leakage path chamber) with W0. In this section by means of parametric
study of W0 and Cr, it will be shown how an isolated eye seal responds to seal-inlet
swirl at different seal clearances, or equivalently at different damage conditions (be-
cause of the insignificant effect of teeth tip shapes for a fixed clearance) as discussed
in the previous section.
Figures 36 and 37 give the variation of the predicted dynamic force coefficients
with W0 at different seal clearances for a running speed of 6,000 rpm and a pressure
ratio of 0.71. One can see that both k and Ceff exhibit a nearly linear dependence
on the seal-inlet swirl W0. Further, all three Ceff profiles in Fig. 37 (a), as well as
k profiles in Fig. 36 (a), intersect at one point where W0 approximately equals the
rotor peripheral speed ωRsh. The effective damping Ceff indicates stabilization of
the rotor when W0 < ωRsh and excitation of the rotor when W0 > ωRsh.
Observing the varying profile slopes of both k and Ceff in Fig. 36 (a) and 37 (a),
it is concluded that the stability characteristics of an eye seal with tighter clearance
is more sensitive to seal-inlet swirl than a seal with looser clearances. Given the same
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operational conditions, larger rotordynamic forces will be induced within a tighter
clearance eye seal.
On the other hand, the W0 effect on direct stiffness K and direct damping C
is far from linear, as shown in Figs. 37 (b) and 36 (b). It is also noticed from Fig.
36 (b) that the variation of direct damping with seal-inlet swirl differs considerably
at different seal clearances. Much greater sensitivity of C to W0 is sighted at Cr =
0.254 mm than those at Cr = 0.508 mm and Cr = 0.762 mm. The magnitude of C
decreases monotonically with increasing W0 except at Cr = 0.762 mm, which reaches
a maximum around W0 = 140 m/s and then slightly declines. All the direct damping
coefficients are positive, which acts against the whirl direction. Again, the direct
damping was found to offset a portion of the destabilizing effect of the cross-coupled
stiffness force for gas labyrinth seals with high running speed.
Direct stiffness K demonstrates large sensitivity to seal clearance, with less sen-
sitivity to W0, especially for large clearances such as 0.508 and 0.762 mm. Moreover,
the tighter the seal clearance, the higher sensitivity K demonstrates to the variation
of Cr, and of W0 as well.
E. Leakage Path Influence on W0
In practice, the seal-inlet swirl is not readily known and could be extremely difficult
to measure due to the leakage path geometry limitation upstream of the seal inlet.
The ability to evaluate W0 developed by the shroud leakage flow is essential for an
accurate prediction of rotordynamic stiffness and damping coefficients for impeller
eye seals. The flow field inside the leak path is very complex as depicted in Fig. 30.
Its influence on W0 is supposed to be heavily dependent on leakage path geometry,
operational conditions, and fluid properties. The angular momentum conservation is
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governed by,
~r × ~Fsh +
∫
~r × ~gρdv + ~Tsh = ∂
∂t
∫
~r × ~V ρdv +
∫
~r × ~V ρ~V · d ~A (6.1)
Based on the assumptions of steady flow, uniform velocity and density with negligible
shaft torque, the angular momentum conservation in the shaft axis direction can be
simplified as,
rFθ =
∫
rWρ~V · d ~A (6.2)
For ideal fluid flow, the above equation reduces to the ideal angular momentum
conservation, i.e. r1W1 = r2W2, which raises the bulk swirl velocity (across the leakage
path) as the leakage flow goes radially inward within the leakage path chamber.
The left- and right-hand-side terms in Eq. (6.2) are the circumferential compo-
nent of net shear friction and the change of angular momentum, respectively. For
a particular leak path chamber geometry, the circumferential velocity exiting from
the leakage path chamber is mainly determined by the left-hand side. The leakage
path inlet angular momentum is proportional to the product of leakage path inlet
swirl and impeller tip radius. From Eq. (6.2), it is evident that the leakage path
inlet swirl ratio Γ (= W/(Rsh +HImp)ω), rotor spin speed ω, impeller height HImp,
and shaft radius Rsh all have the potential to alter the inlet momentum. The shear
friction term is mainly determined by the near wall swirl gradients, the radius, and
the fluid residence time within the leakage path. Two unevenly divided flow regions
exist inside the leakage path with a large radially inward flow region near the stator
and a small outward flowing region near the rotor, as shown in Fig. 30. Accordingly,
the friction contribution from these two regions should be different in affecting the
fluid circumferential velocity, and it largely depends on the flow ratio. Therefore,
it is useful to propose a virtual swirl velocity termed ”neutral swirl, WNeu” which
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could incorporate the friction effects from both walls such that the net friction effect
vanishes when the fluid circumferential velocity equals the neutral swirl.
Figure 38 shows the variation of the predicted seal-inlet swirl velocity W0 with
leak path inlet swirl ratio at three different teeth damage conditions for a rotor spin
speed of 6,000 rpm, and a pressure ratio of 0.71. Comparison of the W0 profiles for
the three damage conditions (solid lines) reveals that higher W0 is generally expected
for an eye seal with greater teeth damage. This is because the shear friction effect
becomes less important for seals with increasing clearance, and hence the swirl velocity
is more determined by the leak path inlet angular momentum, which has a tendency
to increase the swirl velocity. Again, greater changes of W0 were observed during the
initial damage stages (i.e. Cr from 0.254 mm to 0.508 mm) than subsequent stages
(i.e. Cr from 0.508 mm to 0.762 mm).
Also plotted in Fig. 38 is the ideal vortex at the seal inlet calculated from the
relation RshW0 = RImpWImp. An interesting behavior was observed near Γ = 0.25
such that all three seal-inlet swirl profiles as well as the ideal vortex intersect. The
resultant seal-inlet swirl is greater than the ideal vortex when Γ is less than 0.25,
whereas it is less than the ideal vortex when Γ is larger than 0.25. This implies that
the swirling flow is accelerated by the near-wall friction when Γ < 0.25, while is slowed
down when Γ > 0.25. Therefore, it can be concluded that for the present geometry
and conditions the neutral swirl WNeu is approximately 0.25 times the local impeller
rotational speed. This is in agreement with the fact that the inward-to-outward mass
flow ratio is about 3:1 as has been discussed previously in Section VI.A. In addition,
the neutral swirl at the leakage path inlet was plotted in Fig. 38 (dotted line) only
to show, as the authors expected, that it crosses the leakage path inlet swirl profile
at approximately Γ = 0.25.
Figure 39 shows the radial profile of the bulk (axial-direction average) swirl
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velocity along the leakage path chamber for the same conditions as in Fig. 38 except
that the leakage path inlet swirl ratio is fixe at 0.6. Persistent higher bulk swirl was
observed along the leakage path for enlarged seal clearances than for tight ones, as
has been also observed in Fig. 38. As expressed in Eq. (6.2), the swirl velocity is the
competition result between the swirl increase tendency of the rotor wall shear forces
and the radially inward flow of the leakage throughflow jet versus the swirl decrease
tendency of the stator wall shear forces. These are strongly influenced by the fluid
residence time as well as the near-wall swirl difference [W −WNeu]. A seal with a
tight clearance permits less gas leakage and therefore has a longer fluid residence
time. Such a long residence time indicates that a fluid particle of the seal leakage
throughflow travels around the circumference near the stator wall, as shown in Fig. 30,
more times. Apparently this increased travel distance exerts a sufficiently increased
swirl-resisting force on the particle that reduces its swirl velocity upon exiting the
leak path chamber. Likewise, a seal with an increased clearance due to teeth damage
experiences a much shorter residence time and ends up with higher swirl velocity. In
industrial practice, the swirl ratio (i.e. the ratio of the local fluid bulk circumferential
velocity to the local impeller rotation speed) of 0.6 ∼ 0.65 is typically assumed along
the shroud leakage path chamber. Comparison of this empirical swirl (dashed line)
with numerical predictions (three solid lines) shown in Fig. 39 indicates that the
assumption of a constant ratio, e.g. 0.6, assumes larger friction than the numerical
results here. Further, it is too crude to represent the variations of seal geometries
and conditions, and presumably cannot give an accurate prediction of rotordynamic
forces for a given test case.
Depicted in Fig. 40 (a) and 40 (b) are the variations of the predicted seal-
inlet swirl velocity with impeller height ratio (i.e. HImp/Rsh) and running speed
respectively, with Γ = 0.6, ω = 6,000 rpm, and the pressure ratio remaining the same
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Table VIII. Leak Path Width A Influence on Seal-Inlet Swirl
Cr = 0.254mm Cr = 0.508mm Cr = 0.762mm
Case A W0
(Wi −Wi+1)
Wi+1
W0
(Wi −Wi+1)
Wi+1
W0
(Wi −Wi+1)
Wi+1
(mm) (m/s) (%) (m/s) (%) (m/s) (%)
1 5.08 100.3 −− 129.6 −− 141.4 −−
2 7.62 99.5 0.79 129.0 0.47 141.2 0.12
3 10.2 99.5 -0.02 129.1 -0.08 141.3 -0.06
4 12.7 99.7 -0.17 129.4 -0.18 141.2 0.03
as in Fig. 38 and 39. A wide range of impeller heights were covered in Fig. 40
(a), ranging from very short impellers (i.e. HImp/Rsh = 0.33) to very long ones (i.e.
HImp/Rsh = 1.0). From Fig 40 (a), one can also see that seals with larger radial
clearances are more sensitive to the variation of the impeller radius than seals with
tighter clearances. An increased sensitivity of large clearance seals to the runing speed
is found in Fig. 40 (b) which covers running speeds from 3,000 rpm to 12,000 rpm
with HImp/Rsh = 0.67. One difference is that the seal inlet swirl increase in Fig. 40
(b) is proportional to ω while the increase in Fig. 40 (a) follows a quadratic function
of the impeller tip radius (HImp + Rsh).
An analysis of the influence of the leakage path width and pressure ratio on seal
inlet swirl W0 was also undertaken. The negligible effect of leakage path width as
shown in Table VIII lends further support to the proposed W0 mechanism because
neither inlet angular momentum nor wall friction is affected by the leakage path width
variation.
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F. Summary
Extensive numerical studies were performed to investigate the influence of teeth dam-
age on the performance and rotordynamic characteristics of compressor impeller eye
seals using the CFD-perturbation modelling approach. The inclusion of at least an
approximate shroud leakage path chamber is preferred for an accurate prediction
of the seal-inlet swirl velocity W0 and the rotordynamic forces. Parametric studies
on the variations of the seal-inlet swirl with the presence of a leakage path and its
influence on seal rotordynamics were performed. Specific findings include:
1. Impeller eye seals with damaged teeth suffer significant leakage increases due
to the enlarged seal clearance from the teeth damage. Higher seal-inlet swirl
arises from the increased leakage flow (i.e. a decreased particle residence time)
through the leak path chamber which generates larger rotordynamic forces.
2. For a fixed seal clearance and operational conditions, various geometries of the
distorted teeth tip have a negligible effect on: (a) leakage, (b) seal-inlet swirl
and (c) rotordynamic force coefficients.
3. Seal teeth damage causes significant variations of seal-inlet swirl and rotordy-
namic force coefficients for tight seal clearances (i.e. Cr = 0.254 ∼ 0.381 mm)
and only slight variations for large seal clearances (i.e. Cr = 0.635 ∼ 0.762 mm).
4. Considering a particular impeller eye seal combined with its shroud leakage
path chamber, the seal-inlet swirl W0 is primarily determined by the angular
momentum of the leakage path inlet and the net circumferential friction force
from the rotor and stator. An increase in leakage-path-inlet swirl ratio, impeller
height, or running speed will raise the seal-inlet swirl velocity in an approxi-
mately linear fashion. The leakage path width has no discernable effect on W0
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because neither inlet angular momentum nor wall friction is affected by leakage
path width variation.
5. Considering the present eye seal without its leak path chamber, the cross-
coupled stiffness and effective damping vary almost linearly with seal-inlet swirl,
while direct stiffness and direct damping vary in a much different fashion. In
addition, the magnitude of the effective damping coefficient was found to be
inversely proportional to the seal clearance.
6. The rule-of-thumb assumption that the leak path swirl ratio, i.e. the ratio of
the local fluid swirl to the local impeller spin speed, is approximately 0.6 ∼ 0.65
along the shroud leakage path is too crude to accurately represent the effect of
seal geometries and conditions. Because this rule-of-thumb gives an incorrect
seal-inlet swirl velocity that is important for all seal rotordynamics models, it
needs to be improved.
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CHAPTER VII
INFLUENCE OF ROTOR AXIAL GROWTH ON ROTORDYNAMIC FORCES
OF HIGH-LOW LABYRINTH SEALS IN STEAM TURBINES
Rotors in high-performance steam turbines experience significant axial shifting rela-
tive to the stator during transients due to thermal expansion as well as a net pressure
load. This relative axial-shifting could significantly alter the flow pattern and the
flow-induced rotordynamic forces in labyrinth seals, which in turn, can considerably
affect the rotor-seal system’s performance. This chapter investigates the influence of
rotor-axial-shifting on the leakage rate as well as the rotordynamic forces in high-low
labyrinth seals over a range of seal clearances and inlet swirl velocities. A surpris-
ingly large effect was detected for rotordynamic characteristics due to changes in seal
configuration caused by rotor shifting. It was also found that a less destabilizing
effect arose from rotor axial shifting in the leakage flow direction, whereas a more
destabilizing effect arose from shifting against the leakage flow direction. A tentative
explanation was proposed for the large sensitivities of dynamic forces to off-design
operations due to rotor-axial-shifting.
A. Introduction
Rotors in large steam turbines experience noticeable thermal, as well as net pres-
sure load, axial growth during transient operations such as the start-up process. The
rotor axial shifting caused by the thermal expansion could significantly alter the per-
formance and rotordynamic forces of the labyrinth. The seal forces could contribute
to the rotordynamic instability of the rotor-bearing-seal system even though the force
magnitude is smaller than that of the bearing fluid film forces. As the rotating speed
increases or the seal clearance decreases, the labyrinth-seal-excited problems often
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become more and more critical in the system design. It is therefore necessary to
predict these forces accurately for both reliable operations and the future design of
high-performance steam turbines.
Despite the exigency of this problem, experimental or numerical data addressing
the effect of the rotor-axial-shifting on the seal rotordynamic characteristics is rare.
Baumann [49] investigated the damping behavior for a high-pressure radial compres-
sor and mentioned that axial rotor positions seemed to have insignificant influence
on tangential forces and hence couldn’t be verified as the root cause for the system
instability. More recently, Wang et al. [50] studied the flow characteristics in stepped
seals when teeth disengagements occur due to axial movement and showed that the
airflow features are largely dictated by the teeth tip to step distance. The issue of
how the rotordynamic forces respond in the presence of rotor-shifting for labyrinth
seals, however, still remains untouched.
1. Objectives
This work was partially motivated by the lack of reported data on the rotordynamic
characteristics under rotor-axial-shifting circumstances, and was aimed at gaining an
insight into the rotordynamics of labyrinth seals under these conditions using the
CFD-perturbation modelling method. Specific objectives include:
1. To predict quantitatively the rotordynamic coefficients in a high-low labyrinth
seal with various rotor axial shifting, over a range of seal clearances and inlet swirl
velocities.
2. To explain the surprisingly large sensitivity variation of dynamic forces to seal
configurations due to rotor shifting.
3. To provide useful information for high-low seal design as well as a stability
diagnosis of high-performance steam turbines.
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B. Numerical Method
A well-established CFD-perturbation model was employed to predict the rotordy-
namic coefficients. Using a perturbation method, the time-averaged, turbulent Navier-
Stokes equations are decomposed into the perturbed zeroth- and first-order governing
equations. The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are first solved to obtain
the zeroth-order solution with the rotor in the centered position within the seal hous-
ing. Then the first-order solution of the perturbed Navier-Stokes equations is obtained
to account for a very small rotor displacement (i.e. perturbation) from the centered
position. Finally, by integrating the circumferential pressure variation around the
circumference of the rotor within the seal the flow-induced forces on the rotor are
evaluated. Further details can be found in Chapter III and in [25].
1. CFD Considerations
The schematic diagram of the investigated high-low labyrinth seal is shown in Fig.
41 (a). It consists of five blocks and a total of eleven teeth, with six long teeth
and five short ones alternately arranged. Letters ’A’ to ’S ’ are points located upon
the rotor surface. Section ’D-E ’ is the high-portion rotor surface on the first rotor
block, while section ’F-G ’ is the low-portion surface immediately downstream from
the first block. The axial rotor position relative to the teeth is shown in Fig. 41
(b). In the present study, the ratio a/b was varied in the range of 0∼1.0 as the rotor
experienced axial shifting due to thermal expansion. When a/b = 0.5, the shorter
teeth are centered upon the rotor blocks, which is the position of design without any
rotor displacement; a/b increases from 0.5 when the rotor shifts against the direction
of flow (i.e. upstream rotor-shifting) and decreases from 0.5 when shifting in the
direction of the flow (i.e. downstream rotor-shifting). The straight-through labyrinth
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Fig. 41. Schematic of labyrinth seals: (a) typical high-low seal configuration; (b) seal
dimensions and relative tooth axial position; (c) straight-through labyrinth
seal configuration.
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seal shown in Fig. 41 (c) is a variant of the high-low labyrinth seal with the rotor
blocks removed and with all the clearances unchanged.
Steam was used as the working fluid, and the running speed was 3,600 rpm. The
labyrinth seal geometric details and operating conditions are listed in Table IX. Inlet
swirl velocity and the pressures upstream and downstream of the seal were specified
as boundary conditions. On the rotor and stator walls, no-slip surface conditions
were specified via standard wall-functions. The near wall computational cells have
both y+ and x+ within the range from 15 to 90 on both the high-portion and the
low-portion surfaces across the seal.
2. Grid Independence Study
Grid independence testing was performed with an upstream pressure of 30.4 bar, a
downstream pressure of 19.3 bar, and an inlet swirl velocity of 75 m/s. Four grids
were tested as shown in Table X. Grid independence was achieved at 656 × 65 lines
and was used as the production grid.
C. Results and Discussion
1. Leakage
Figure 42 shows the variation of the predicted leakage flow rate with relative axial
rotor positions at three seal clearances. It was found that a small leakage variation
was induced by rotor shifting. For example, the leakage shows a 9.4% increase when
the rotor shifts against the flow direction from a/b = 0.5 to a/b =0.0 (i.e. the most
upstream position), and only a 4.6% decrease when the rotor shifts downstream from
a/b = 0.5 to a/b = 1.0 (i.e. the most downstream position). Furthermore, for a given
pressure difference the steam leakage is observed to vary approximately proportionally
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Table IX. Dimensions and Conditions for Typical High-Low Labyrinth Seals in Steam Turbines.
Dimensions Conditions
Stator Rotor
w p h1 h2 b hstep Rsh Cr W0 Pup Pdn ω T
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (m/s) (bar) (bar) (rpm) (K)
0.254 7.366 3.175 6.350 5.334 3.175 152.4 0.254∼0.762 8∼208 30.3 19.7 3,600 749
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Table X. Grid Independence Testing Results
NI×NJ k (kc − kf )
kf
C
(Cc − Cf )
Cf
(MN/m) (%) (KNs/m) (%)
546×48 0.555 −− 2.56 −−
656×65 0.610 8.9 2.79 8.67
766×78 0.616 1.03 2.81 0.73
892×86 0.620 0.61 2.82 0.52
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Fig. 42. Predicted mass flow rate vs. relative axial rotor position a/b for high-low
seals.
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with the seal radial clearance.
The vector plots of Fig. 43 show different flow patterns for a high-low labyrinth
seal at three relative axial rotor positions, i.e. a/b = 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0. It can
be observed from Fig. 43 (a) that the fluid approaches the long-teeth tip nearly
horizontally when a/b = 0.0, although it approaches at a sharp angle when a/b =
0.5 and 1.0. Figure 43 (b) shows that two large recirculation zones exist upstream
of the shorter teeth for the rotor position a/b = 0.5. The smaller recirculation zone
above the rotor block continuously decreases in size as the rotor shifts downstream
from the teeth-centered position. An abrupt change in flow pattern occurs when a/b
reaches 1.0, where the smaller recirculation zone vanishes and only the larger one
remains. Perhaps this is related to the findings in Fig. 42 that at large clearances the
leakage rate recovers somewhat when a/b = 1.0, in contrast to the constant decrease
as a/b changes from 0.0 to 0.75. It is suggested that this recovery around a/b = 1.0
is related to the disappearance of the small recirculation zone.
Extreme conditions such as when the short teeth shift off the rotor block (i.e. a/b
< 0 or a/b > 1.0) were also computed. In these situations, the flow pattern behaves
quite differently and the induced dynamic forces increase significantly in magnitude.
Therefore, the high-low labyrinth seals should be designed to have enough of a safety
margin in order to avoid operation in such a flow regime.
2. Rotordynamic Forces
Leakage is not the only criterion that should be considered when selecting a seal
for a certain application. The seal’s rotordynamic behavior subject to rotor-shifting
is also crucial and must be predicted accurately. Various operating conditions were
investigated which cover a wide range of seal clearances and inlet swirl velocities
as shown in Figures 44 through 48. One important finding from the above figures
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(a) a/b = 0.0
(b) a/b = 0.5
(c) a/b = 1.0
Fig. 43. Flow patterns within a high-low seal for different relative axial rotor positions:
(a) a/b = 0.0; (b) a/b = 0.5; (c) a/b = 1.0.
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is that the rotor-axial-shifting produces a surprisingly large effect on rotordynamic
forces, which will be explained in detail below.
Figure 44 shows the variation of the cross-coupled stiffness k and direct damping
coefficient C with relative axial rotor position a/b at three different seal clearances
with the same operating conditions as in Fig. 42. For all the three clearances con-
sidered, downstream rotor-shifting steadily decreases the magnitude of both cross-
coupled stiffness and direct damping. Furthermore, the seal rotordynamics is found
to be quite sensitive to the axial rotor positions. For a given seal clearance Cr = 0.254
mm, for example, the cross-coupled stiffness k reduces 39.8% from a/b = 0.0 to a/b
= 0.25, and 42.3% from a/b = 0.25 to a/b = 0.5. In addition, almost no discernable
variation of direct damping was found for the seal clearances considered.
The effective damping (Ceff = C−k/Ω), which incorporates the typically desta-
bilizing k and the counteracting C, represents the net tangential force acting on the
rotor. Sub-synchronous vibration with Ω equal to 0.5ω was assumed in evaluating
Ceff . When positive, the net damping force acts in the direction opposite to the rotor
whirl and therefore is the net stabilizing force. From Fig. 45 it is evident that the
seal with an axial rotor position a/b = 0.0 is the most destabilizing. The stability
characteristics are improved steadily as the rotor shifts downstream from a/b = 0.0
to a/b =1.0, and the least destabilizing characteristic is achieved at a/b = 1.0.
Seal inlet swirl is well recognized as a major source of turbomachiney seal insta-
bility. A deeper understanding of the influence of rotor-shifting can be acquired by
examining the rotordynamic variation with inlet swirl W0 as well as with different
rotor positions.
Figure 46 shows the variation of the predicted k and C with seal inlet swirl
velocity W0 for a high-low seal with three different axial rotor positions as well as a
straight-through ”ST TH” seal whose geometry is shown in Fig. 41 (c). The running
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Fig. 44. Predicted tangential force coefficients vs. relative axial rotor position a/b for
high-low seals: (a) cross-coupled stiffness; (b) direct damping. [W0 = 75 m/s]
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Fig. 46. Plot of cross-coupled stiffness k and direct damping C vs. inlet swirl velocity
W0 for different seal configurations: (a) cross-coupled stiffness; (b) direct
damping. [Cr = 0.762 mm]
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speed and other conditions are the same as in Figs. 42 - 45. From Fig. 46, it is found
that both k and C exhibit nearly linear dependence on W0 for the high-low seal as
well as for the straight-through seal. On the other hand, the impact of W0 on K is
far from linear as illustrated in Fig. 48.
Another important finding from Fig. 46 is that both k and C show surprisingly
large sensitivities to axial rotor positions, especially when W0 is large. This can be
seen from the apparent large difference of k for different rotor axial positions. In
addition, inlet swirl W0 exerts a remarkable effect on k while exerting only a trivial
effect on C, as seen by comparing the steep profiles of k vs. W0 in Fig. 46 (a) with
the relatively flat profiles of C vs. W0 in Fig. 46 (b).
It was further found from Fig. 46 (a) that, for both straight-through and high-
low labyrinth seals, the plots of k vs. W0 all pass through one particular point.
Rotor-axial-shifting in high-low labyrinth seals does not change this point’s location.
The seal-inlet swirl velocity W0 at this point is about 0.6 times the rotor peripheral
speed, which coincidentally approximates the seal asymptotic swirl velocity (i.e. the
seal exit swirl velocity for a very long seal). This implies that rotor axial shifting has
a negligible effect on k [rotordynamic driving force] when the seal inlet swirl is around
the seal asymptotic swirl (i.e. W0 ≈ 0.6ωRsh). When the swirl velocity remains fairly
constant along the seal length, k gives shaft-position-independent behavior.
Figure 47 shows that rotor axial shifting has a negligible effect on Ceff [net
rotordynamic force] when W0 ≈ 1.2ωRsh. Because C is not sensitive to the seal inlet
swirl as shown in Fig. 46 (b), a combination of k and C gives a different inlet swirl
value where Ceff exhibits shift-independent behavior.
Figure 48 illustrates the variation of direct stiffness K with seal configurations
and inlet swirl velocities. The effect of axial rotor position is shown in Fig. 48 (a). For
all three clearances, K decreases as the rotor shifts downstream from a/b = 0.0 to a/b
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= 1.0. Additionally, a wide range of sensitivity of K to labyrinth seal configuration
is observed from Fig. 48 (b). It is obvious that the straight-through seal gives the
lowest K of all the seal configurations considered; perhaps this is because there is no
radial impingement on the rotor in straight-through seals.
Figure 49 shows the Ceff distribution along the rotor surface for the high-low
seal, with the thick line denoting the high portion (i.e. rotor block) and the thin
line denoting the low portion (i.e. groove). By comparing the Ceff magnitude at
the three relative rotor positions, it can be observed that the first several cavities,
especially the first and the second, are more important in determining seal stability
than the others. When the seal-inlet swirl is greater than the rotor peripheral speed,
a large destabilizing effect is produced in the first two cavities, which then gradually
decreases in the subsequent cavities and even becomes stabilizing in the last cavities.
Specifically, the low portion immediately downstream of the first rotor block acts
as the predominant part for stability characteristics of at least the present high-low
labyrinth seal. This is compatible with the recent experimental results of Iwatsubo
and Iwasaki [58] who found that adding swirl brakes at the inlet, particularly inside
the first and second cavities, was effective in reducing the circumferential swirl velocity
and therefore controlling seal stability.
Interestingly, for the two positions a/b = 0.0 and a/b = 1.0, the influence from
the first several cavities is overwhelmingly larger than from the last several cavities.
However, for the teeth-centered position (a/b = 0.5), a considerable destabilizing
effect arises from the last several cavities and is almost comparable to the destabilizing
effect from the first several cavities.
It is hypothesized that the near rotor swirl velocity variation along the axial
direction has a substantial effect on the stability characteristics, thereby explaining
the apparently large difference in the rotordynamic sensitivities to rotor position.
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Fig. 49. Effective damping distribution along the rotor surface for high-low seals at
different relative axial rotor positions: (a) a/b = 0.0; (b) a/b = 0.5; (c) a/b
= 1.0. [Cr = 0.762 mm; W0 = 75 m/s]
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Figure 50 shows the near-rotor swirl velocity distribution inside the first and second
cavities with the same operational conditions as those in Fig. 44 and 45. The seal
clearance is 0.254 mm, and the definition of points D, E, F, G can be found in Fig.
41 (a). For a fixed seal inlet swirl velocity, the near wall swirl velocity inside the
seal is mainly influenced by the leakage rate, or equivalently by the fluid particle
residence time within the seal. The smaller the leakage, the longer the residence
time, and thus the more a fluid particle will adjust from the seal inlet swirl value
toward the asymptotic swirl value, which is about 0.6 times the rotor peripheral
speed. Therefore, for seal inlet swirl values greater than the asymptotic swirl value,
smaller swirl velocities will be developed along the rotor, which produce a smaller
net destabilizing force. This rotordynamics mechanism is endorsed by the predicted
relationship between leakage and effective damping coefficient for a high-low labyrinth
seal at a/b = 0.0 as shown in Fig 51.
D. Summary
Numerical studies were performed to investigate the influence of rotor axial shifting
on rotordynamic forces in high-low labyrinth seals using a CFD modelling approach.
Various operational conditions were considered to gain a better understanding of the
labyrinth seal rotordynamics, which covered a range of seal clearances and seal-inlet
swirl velocities. Seal configurations were found to have a surprisingly large effect
upon dynamic force coefficients. A rotordynamic mechanism was proposed to explain
the variations of the seal stability sensitivity to rotor axial shifting. Specific findings
include:
1. Rotor axial shifting was found to have surprisingly large effects on rotordy-
namic force coefficients. Both k and C show sensitivities to labyrinth seal
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configurations due to different relative rotor-teeth positions. The variation of
cross-coupled stiffness k between a/b = 0.5 and a/b = 0.0, for example, is 143%
for a high-low labyrinth seal with Cr = 0.254 mm and 125% for a seal with Cr
= 0.508 mm.
2. Compared to a seal with a centered teeth position (a/b = 0.5), the seal subject
to rotor-shifting in the upstream direction (i.e. against the leakage) suffers an
increased leakage and produces a more destabilizing rotordynamic effect, while
the seal with downstream rotor-shifting brings a reduced leakage and a less
destabilizing effect.
3. Cross-coupled stiffness was found to show negligible dependence on rotor posi-
tion when the seal inlet swirl is around the seal asymptotic swirl (i.e. W0 ≈
0.6ωRsh) and the swirl velocity remains fairly constant along the seal length.
4. The first several cavities, especially the first and the second cavities, are the most
important components in determining the stability characteristics for high-low
labyrinth seals.
5. The substantial influence of swirl variation along the rotor on rotordynamics
is suggested to explain the large sensitivity differences of seal rotordynamics
caused by the rotor axial shifting.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Boundary Condition Correlation Development and Assessment
Extensive parametric studies were performed over a wide range of conditions in order
to gain insight into the dynamic characteristics at the seal inlet. Then, this insight
was employed in devising seal-inlet boundary condition correlations for the flow dis-
turbance quantities with the goals of simplicity, maximized breadth of application,
and relative freedom from numerical difficulties. The benefit of using these correla-
tions was evaluated using two very different seal test cases. For both cases, improved
agreement with measurements was obtained in comparison to previous models. The
primary findings are as follows:
1. The cross-coupled stiffness k is influenced, in descending order of importance,
by seal-inlet W1C , U1S, P1S and W1S. In contrast to the historical assumption
of seal-inlet W1C = 0, the magnitude of W1C is larger than that of U1S, and it
is similar to that of U1C .
2. The W1C and W1S boundary condition correlations developed here should be
used to replace the historical assumption of W1C = 0 and W1S = 0 at the seal
inlet.
3. The seal-inlet swirl ”slip” velocity (ωRsh−W¯0) was found to have an extremely
precise relationship with the cross-coupled stiffness as well as the seal-inlet bulk-
average swirl velocity disturbance cosine component W¯1C . Thus, the number of
experiments or computer runs needed to determine the effect of spin speed, shaft
radius and inlet swirl velocity on the cross-coupled stiffness is greatly reduced
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by plotting the simplified relationship of the cross-coupled stiffness against the
inlet swirl slip velocity (ωRsh − W¯0) rather than against ω or W0 alone.
4. The upstream chamber size and shape were found to have a substantial influence
upon the seal-inlet swirl disturbance velocityW1S, which plays a significant role
in determining the direct stiffness K.
5. For the liquid and gas seals considered, improved agreement with measurements
was generally obtained using the developed boundary condition correlations
with the option for non-zeroW1C andW1S, compared to the option withW1C =
W1S = 0.
6. For all of the gas labyrinth seals considered, the correlation set with the W1C-
profile option gave a better prediction of Ceff and k than that with the W1C-
bulk option. For CFD-perturbation models and full 3-D CFD models, the
W1C-profile option is recommended. The W1C-bulk option is appropriate for
bulk models because they do not allow the radial distribution of any quantity.
7. Direct stiffness K is only slightly affected by W1C . Thus it was not surprising
that the W1C =W1S = 0 option gives good predictions for K.
B. Labyrinth Teeth Damage Effects on Rotordynamics of Compressor Eye Seals
The inclusion of at least an approximate shroud leakage path chamber is preferred for
an accurate prediction of rotordynamic forces for compressor impeller eye seals. The
general findings to be learned concerning the teeth damage influence on rotordynamics
of eye seals are as follows:
1. Impeller eye seals with damaged teeth suffer significant leakage increases due
to the enlarged seal clearance from the teeth damage.
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2. For a fixed seal clearance, the distorted teeth-tip shapes have a negligible influ-
ence on: (a) leakage, (b) seal-inlet swirl velocity and (c) rotordynamic forces.
3. for a fixed leak path chamber and seal geometry, the seal-inlet swirl W0 is
primarily determined by the leakage path inlet angular momentum and the net
friction effect from the rotor and stator.
4. The rule-of-thumb assumption that the leakage path swirl ratio, i.e. the ratio
of the local fluid swirl to the local impeller spin speed, is approximately 0.6 ∼
0.65 along the shroud leakage path is too crude to allow accurate estimation of
the seal inlet swirl W0. Because this rule-of-thumb gives an incorrect seal-inlet
swirl velocity, which is important for all seal rotordynamics models, it needs to
be improved.
C. Rotor Axial Growth Effects on Steam Turbine Seal Rotordynamics
Rotor axial growth significantly alters the flow pattern and rotordynamic forces within
labyrinths, which in turn could considerably affect the rotor-seal system’s stability
characteristics. The findings that are of specific interest are:
1. The rotor axial growth was found to have surprisingly large effects on the ro-
tordynamic force coefficients. Both k and C show sensitivities to labyrinth seal
configurations from different relative rotor-teeth positions.
2. Compared to the rotor design position (i.e. a/b = 0.5), the seal subject to rotor
growth in the upstream (i.e. against the leakage) direction suffers an increased
leakage and produces a more destabilizing rotordynamic effect, while the seal
with downstream rotor-shifting gives a reduced leakage and a less destabilizing
effect.
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3. All plots of k vs. W0 intersect approximately at one point which is not altered
by rotor axial growth. The inlet swirl velocity corresponding to this particular
point was found to be about 0.6 times the rotor peripheral speed, which is itself
approximately the asymptotic seal swirl velocity.
4. The first several cavities, especially the first and the second, are the most im-
portant in determining the stability characteristics for high-low labyrinth seals.
D. Conclusions
Based on the findings in this study, the following conclusions can be made:
1. The seal inlet W1C was found to be a very important seal inlet boundary con-
dition that has been assumed as zero; however, the other seal inlet boundary
condition quantities, such as the inlet energy loss coefficient, have had a range
of assumed values. Because the developed boundary condition correlation for
W1C andW1S were found to give rotordynamic force predictions that are close to
measurements, these correlations are recommended for CFD-perturbation mod-
els, bulk-flow models, and full 3-D CFD models to specify improved boundary
conditions at the seal inlet.
2. The finding that a precise relationship exists between the cross-coupled stiffness
k and the swirl ”slip” [ωRsh−W0]is very promising for reducing the experiment
cost or computer runs required when the dependence of k upon spin speed, shaft
radius and inlet swirl velocity is needed.
3. In the case of seal teeth damage in centrifugal compressors, it is the change
of seal clearance that exerts a major influence on rotordynamic characteristics,
while the deformation of the seal teeth tips has a negligible effect. In addition,
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the inclusion of a leakage path chamber is preferred for an accurate prediction
of the dynamic forces in impeller eye seals.
4. At least for steam turbines, the change of high-low seal configurations due to
relative rotor axial growth was found to have a significant influence upon rotor-
dynamic force coefficients. Enough safety margin should be considered for the
design of high-low labyrinth seals to avoid unexpected self-excited vibrations.
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NOMENCLATURE
Roman Symbols
C, c Direct and cross coupled damping coefficients (kN-s/m)
Cr Seal radial clearance (mm)
C2, E,G Height, left width, and right width of the teeth tip (mm)
e Radius of rotor whirling motion (mm)
F Fluid reaction force (N)
HImp Radial height from eye seal to impeller discharge
K, k Direct and cross coupled stiffness coefficients (N/m)
k Turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2)
m˙ Mass flow rate (kg/s)
M,m Direct and cross coupled inertia coefficients (Ns2/m)
M Axial velocity Mach number
P Pressure (Pa)
P ′ Pressure correction (Pa)
∆P Pressure drop (Pa)
r Radial coordinate
R Universal gas constant [N-m/(kg · K)]
Rsh Shaft radius of the seal (m)
R∗ Concentric-rotor surface location
U Streamwise (axial) velocity component (m/s)
V Radial velocity component (m/s)
W Swirl velocity component (m/s)
W0 Swirl velocity at seal inlet
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x Streamwise (axial) coordinate
y Radial distance from rotor surface (m)
t Time (s)
Greek Symbols
ǫ Relative eccentricity of the rotor [e/Cr]
ε Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate ( m2/s3)
γ The gas compressibility factor
Γ Leakage path inlet swirl ratio [WImp/(ωRImp)]
µ Dynamic viscosity [g/(ms)]
ν Kinetic viscosity [= µ/ρ] (m2/s)
θ Circumferential coordinate
Φ General dependent variable such as velocity and pressure
Φ1 First-order general dependent variable
Φˆ1 Complex function of first order dependent variable
ρ Density (kg/m3)
τ Shear stress (Pa)
ω Shaft speed (rpm)
Ω Rotor whirling speed (rpm)
ξ Minor loss coefficient at the seal inlet
Subscripts
c Coarse grid
dn Downstream
eff Effective coefficient
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f Fine grid
H High pressure End in Upstream chamber inlet
Imp Impeller tip
in Upstream chamber inlet
inj Injection
L Low pressure End
mach Mach number
r Radial
sh Shaft
t Tangential
up Upstream
0, 1 Zeroth- and first-order, respectively
1C First order cosine component
1S First order sine component
ex Exit
Superscripts
∧ Complex function
¯ Overbar denotes radially bulk-averaged value
. First derivative
.. Second derivative
Abbreviations
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
IPR Injection pressure ratio, PH/Pinj
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PR Pressure ratio, PL/PH
PDBC Perturbation with Disturbed Boundary Condition
UCL Upstream chamber length(m)
UCH Upstream chamber height (m)
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